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six per cent and in June of lust year'
!a stock dividend of K.o per cent
Ideclured from the surplus, This cnl-li d for tile disbursement of more t'.niii
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New York, July ?. The American
the ground the decree was a fraud on grand treasurer, is slated by the regyard of Lamar being engaged in X great interest to the future. The X Waterworks and Guarantee company
the court and that it was obtained on ulars for the chief office. He will be
Address.
meeting will be called to order at
Is the largest operating waterworks
"blackmailing corporations."
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of
the "untramn'eled will of the
in
March.
Dunne
her
Judge
ments.
by
Let it be a repetition in X is also largely interested in irrigation Chamber of Commerce is a
organization, partizen action fof or granted
Washington, D. C, July 7. Presiat large and not accordenthusiasm and interest to that X projects, e'ectric. interurban and el- against any political party is prohibited by the constitution, and no attempt 1901, set aside on th? ground she was membership
dent Wilson today appointed as Amnot an Illinois resident at that time, ing to the dictation of any select few."
subor
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introduce
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of people are not patriots; they are To
leeches. They hava come to fatten
Therethemselves at our expense.
fore, there is no race question here,
do not be afraid of that. I would be This Troublesome Skin Disthe last one to raiso the race quesease Promptly Checked
tion. I left the Democratic
party
by a very Simple
where I had been working all my life.
Attention.
In that party I found an element
Classed wllh eczema,
I canwhich Is against you snd me.
1
psoriasis huH bten connot remain in any party where they
one of the most
sidered
FULL ACCOUNT OF FINAL SESSION do not think I am eqiuil to them. Thus
obstinate of skin
it is I am making this fight.
CON
AMERICAN
OF SPANISH
A lady in Lexinuton,
Xow, Anally, to prove to them an
Ky., Buys that before
issue
race
no
time
is
other
that
there
RESOLU
URRAZOLO
FERENCE
she begun using S. S. S.
in this matter, and with your permis!
the disease broke out
ut frequent Intervals
TIONS ADOPTED.
sion, I am going to read the resolu
where she thought it
tions prepared by the initiators of this
cured. But by fretting
movement, which set forth the objects
IV
her blooit under con
is
ono
of this society.
If there
trol by the inlluence
any
NEXT MEETING
P.
S
S.
of
a
psoriasis entirely dlsup-peof whatever nationality w'ho finds
d anil there was never ugain the
is said, or where
word
where
it
single
DURING STATE FAIR it
slightest sitfn of it.
s
may be said that we wish to make
.l!;e nenHy all skin diseases,
s is primarily
due to impaired
this a race question, do me the favor
to say so
n'e are friends, bloo.l.
TI:o skin is but a network of line
The detailed report of the evening and wish tofrankly.
cement our friendship Moid vessels. And it is a perfectly
consession of the
to
one
more and more, giving justice
natural consequence that any influence
in the blood that is a condition of 111
vention held here on the Fourth of the other under the law.
makes its first appearance in
the
for
below
full
in
Here the resolution was read to the he;i::h
.July is printed
the :.'..in. There is one ingredient in
information of all interested:
convention by Mr. Uvrazolo.
S. K S. which peculiarly
stimulates
Mr. Larrazolo mov d that the reso cell u .. r or (flandular activity to select
The meeting was called to order
blood or from this fine netr.t 8 p. m. by Mr. Renigno Hernandez, lutions be adopted, but the vote was from ofheblood
work
vessels In the skin, those
that
postponed.
the president, who announced
vts which it requires for
dew
in
Mr.
Marcelino Orti? then arose and
ion.
motions and resolutions were then
pimples, acne, eczema, lupus,
order. The attendance was somewhat said that It was not his Intention to or Tlnu other
blood
that atany
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
better than m the morning session. discuss this question with Mr. Larra- tacks the skin or condition
seeks an outlet
were
if
resolutions
but
these
that
zolo,
conIs
met
the
with the anskin,
through
Mr. Ijurazolo addressed the
adopted it would mnl;e matters worse tidotal effect of S. S. S.
vention as follows:
This is why skin troubles vanish so
than before. Mr. Ortiz then moved to
and why they do not return.
Mr. President, fe'low citizens and
until the next day when a readily
adjourn
You can net 8. S. S. in any drug1
and
ladies
gentlemen:
constore, but insist upon having it. Take
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best In the name and representation of the better attendance could be had to
no chance by permitting anyone to
sider matters before the convention,
movea.
this
And if your
Inii'ated
who
recommend
of Satisfaction Quaranteed.
gentlemen
Then a question atwe as to the pre- blood conditionsubstitute.
ment I wish to speaU, asking your valence of a motion io adjourn, and lil.M to consult ais such that you would
specialist freely,
attention for a few moments, with it was decided to remain in session
the Medical Dept., The Swift
104 DON GASPER ST.
Telephone 9 W the object of explaining the proposi to hear the resolutions discussed.
Company, 183 Swift Bids.,
tions which have been set forth in
Mr. Ben Read aros and stated that Atlanta, On,
the call for this meeting.
it was advisable to give the resolu
I am very sorry, friends, that the tions the consideration they merited the convention for consideration and
representation here is not more num- and was in favor of conliiiil!;.c; the ample discussion was permitted by all
erous. I would like to see this hall Imeeting.
who wished to take part.
filled to its capacity. Not only in my
Mr. Marcelino Ortiz then took the
.Marcelino Ortiz then arose and of.i
.
conception, but in that of my com- floor and HHKeU pei'IllMHlUil IU
,(,i.rl
move
in
this
united
have
who
auce a set, 01 resolutions, wnicn, oeing Mr. Larrazolo would do so.
panions
hisof
movements
in
the
the
ment,
granted, he introduced resolutions opMr, Jjarra.olo;
TO EASTFRN POINTS VIA
tory of this state there have been posing those of Mr. t.arrazolo and askMr. President and gentlemen of the
a convention to be he,ld ed that they be adopted. Mr. Ortiz's
for
calls
few
El Paso &
New Mexico Central
for the discussion of a subject of such resolutions were agaii.st bringing up convention:
I have listened to Ihe
as this. I say on few oc- the race issue and slated that there convention:
importance
SANTA FE TO CLOUDCROFT, N. M AND RETURN, $12.10.
on the resolucasions. If the past offers us a crit- was no necessity for forming such a aiumeuts advanced
erion by which to judge the future. pocial or political native organization, tions that have been presented, and
! think
the opposition that is made to
1 do not think
I am mistaken in say- etc. Mr. Ortiz stated that his supportthe organization of the native people
ing that your future depends on what ers were not. against, anything that
be summed up in a few words,
you do here tonight. It is true that would promote the interests of the na- may
there are but a few of us here tonight, tive people, but would support any- and that is, they fear it might have
but all great movements, my friends, thing that would help them, but re j bad result.
Here a discussion ensued between
and above all that class of movements peated that they would work against
.Mr. Armijo and Mr Larrazolo
which have been taken up or started anything that advanced the race
rela
for the liberty of the people have been
11
tive to the politics of the members of
Mr. Montoya then
small. In that little room in the town
moved to table 'he convention, in which the Las
of Dolores, where there were to be
Ortiz's resolutions Indefl- - Uas convention of 191 1 was mentioned,
in which argument several
found but four venerable old men, be nitely. Mr. Montoya supported
tween those four walls those four men
by a strong argument, stat- - sons in the house, including Mr. Mira-indiscussed there anil proclaimed the
that the delegates, at least, someilal, Mr. Marcelino Ortiz and others
of a nation. They sunk of them, had come from the other quizzed Mr. Larrazolo as to the ques
independence
For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
a nation in blood, but when the battle side of the state to affect this organ! tion of the native vota in the 1911 elecL. H- - GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt, N. M. C. R. R.,SANTAJFE,
cleared away, there they lifted aization and that the promoters of Mr. tion, which Mr. Larrazolo met with
great nation. Equal to this is the his- Ortiz's resolution had not been invited, rapid replies. MarceLno Ortiz asked
or EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P. '& S., EL PASO, TEX.
tory of our great patriot Washington Mr. Montoya stated he had conferred Mr. Larrazolo who elected Mr. Antonio
who commenced a small movement. with the people of his section rela- - Lucero in San Miguel county as a can- We should not be disheartened be- live to the matters to be considered didate against Mr. Secuudino Romero,
native. Here Mr. Larrazolo referred
cause there are only a few of us. You and he wanted to proceed with con-should be impressed with the import- sideration of them; and that if others !to the constitutional amendment re,la-hano intention of cooperating in the live to persons holding office,
ance of this subject. Of what are we
their
speaking? The object of this move- movement, they should not have come language, qualifications, etc., and pro-tIduced a tabulated lisc of the vote at
the meeting.
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
ment has been explained in this very
last March. For more than
Mr. Hilario Ortiz arose and siatedl'he 1911 election to show that in na- capitol
'The West Point of the Southwest.
;a half century the sons of Xew Mexico that although he was in favor of the
have been divided Into political bands, Larrazolo resolution, he believed in
(Continued on page eight).
Ranked as "Distinguished
Is it necessary to present any proofs' hearing both sides of the question and
Institution " by the U S. Xo. my friends, Is it not ancient his- made a short address in support of
us his statement, and suggested a comtory, the conditions that confront
War Department.
D BRAND.
are well known. We have 3 represen-- i mittee to consider all resolutions
Lad lee! Aak jour Hrumrinl for A
Diamond
ops
Located In the beautiful Pecoa
BrmndW
all
whom
of
in
tatives
Washington,
or that the meeting be resolved into a
I'llla in Rod and (sold metaliicVV
V slley, 8,700 feet above sea level,
boxes, sealed with Blue Riblxm.
the glory of our citizens, but committee of the whole to consider
of
'speak
no
Take
other.
Bur
of
unsbice every day. Open air
!runlnt. AskforTMM
the native sons of New Mexico have resolutions.
work throughout the entire sesRAM IMLI.W. for il
1IAHN
1
m years
known as Best, Safest. Always Reliable
no glory. In the administration of
Conditions for physical
sion.
Mr. Sandoval stated that if the resoSOLO BV riRllfiGISTS EVERYWHERE
our state government, in the judiciary lutions had
are
and mental development
anything objectionable in
of the state, we have not a single son
IDEAL such as cannot be found
them, he would vote against them. He
Fourof the soil. In the executive depart- endorsed Mr. Larrazolo's
elsewhere in America.
teen officers and Instructors, all
ment we find only two positions occu- and stated he did not thinkresolutions
Mr. Ortiz
graduates from standard Eastpied by our native sons. Friends, why was on the right
but that thu
Ten buildings,
track,
ern colleges.
will
this lack of prestige? The time
of the majority had not been
modern in every respect.
come when men must recognize the opinion
learned.
conditions that confront us. Why do
Segents :
Mr. larrazolo then spoke as to the
E. A. CAHOON. President.
we see all the positions in the federal
matter
of referring the resolutions to
111
J. E. RHEA,
nanus
umt:i
ui
iiil
auiiuuisuauuii
without adMerchandising
a committee, stating that it was late
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
of
are
who
countries?
other
peoples
helpful aid is a cusvertising's
would
and
considerable
JOHN W. POX, Secretary.
necessitate
t
No.
Who
Are they at fault?
tom that is more profitable in
If. A. F1NLAY.
fault? What is the reason of our mis time for a committee to consider the
the breach than in the observand
the
while
matter,
that
illustrated
and
admitting
For particulars
fortune? The whole wcrld points their
ance.
4
committee
methwould
be
the
regular
address,
fingers at us. A people which has all
Run over in your mind a dozhe stated that no one would be
power in its hands does not occupy od,
en grade businesses that serve
out or kept from being heard on
shut
C0L.JAS.W.WILLS0N,Sopt.
in
administhe
many important places
the public with daily interesttration of our affairs. Are they com- the resolutions in the open meeting
to
desired
and
before
the
ing news of all that Is going on
open
proceed
Are
to
govern themselves?
petent
within
convention
their sphere of activity
with
the
and
resolutions
our friends to blame? Xo. They seek
and then, if you can, think of
honor and position and take them. It said all would be given a chance to exjust one establishment, great
is our fault is not uniting. Election press their opinions and then a vote
or small, depending upon the
time conies, the different parties, Re- taken on the resolutions.
The motion to lay the Ortiz resolupatronage of the public, that
and ProgresDemocrats
publicans,
does not advertise in some way
sives, put their ticket in the field and tions on the table failed.
or another.
sometimes
Air. Ren Read then took the floor
present their candidates;
The advertiser not only rensome- and discussed the
we shout for the Democrats,
subject of governders the public a distinct sertimes for the Republicans, sometimes ment, political economy and the subvice In
for McDonald, sometimes for Curry, ject matter of the resolutions very
presenting his announcements frequently, but he
and others. But I ask you, who remem- extensively and clearly and offered
bers to speak for the native people strong argument for using great care
also has perfected a high qualand the interest of all our citizens? and prudence in such a proceeding.
ity of service In his relations
The Democrats hava triumphed na- Mr. Read said the cause of error must
with his patrons that is of an
tionally, what have wt received? No- first be found and then the remedy
unusually satisfactory order.
thing.
applied, and withou. this a hundred
One of the big things In busWe think the time has arrived in resolutions would be ineffective.
iness today is service, and we
Mr. George Armijo then addressed
which we must work with the object
think that it Is found In its
. . . $16.35
.
of obtaining our own rights, and for the convention in substance as folfinest development in those prolows:
18.15
Col'
rights in the federal government.
gressive concerns who, through
.
.
I believe Mr. Read has spoken in
There is but one method by which
the medium of the dally news. .
.
we may make our Just claims, and that accord with the question. It is neces
.
paper, tell you the interesting
j 40-0- 0
is by union and cooperation
among sary to ascertain how we are going
to know
.
.
things you ought
I
ourselves. A divided house soon goes to register our votes on this question.
about themselves,
their mercento
me
It
In
to
destruction.
the
appears
the
last
half
that
New York
Republicans
. . 51.85
chandise and the quality of sertury we have advanced in understand are putting in a blank to see if it will
vice they have to offer you.
or
not.
Although I have agreed
ing and knowledge but not one step pass
On
June 1st to September 30th.
have we taken to secure our rights of to make this call, this question should
government. We are not raising the be considered with great care. We
race issue, this I deny emphatically. must look out. for the race question.
I am ready to discuss this with our We should not enter on a task we
of
Chicago
friends of other races, with my bro cannot finish. We have only four na-- !
of
ther Americans. I am certain that tive counties represented here. Where j
be
NOVELTY WORKS.
there are not any of them but what are the representatives of Rio Arriba
would say we are foolish for letting and Valencia counties.
Ninety per 104
104
Galisteo Street
jthe Inheritance of our fathers go Into cant of the delegates present come
For additional information call on or address
other hands. We want no trouble be from the Republican party. Why are
Makes Fly Screens that fit.
tween our brothers and ourselves. 1 not the big men among the Democrats
know no other government than that here? Why don't they come here and
Porch Screens giving comfort.
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.
of Washington; I know no other flag speak? It is because they do not want
Step Ladders that last.
than the stars and stripes, but under to oppose those who are cutting the
Fly Traps that catch.
not
do
I
these
know of any other 'political pie." I th'nk this nothing
freedom except that set forth in the more than a Republican meeting.
If
Repairs your Furniture right.
Declaration of Independence.
I have we are to talk for the Interests of our
Upholsters.
friends among the Arrericans as well people, we should, at least, have one
las the native people- but I say, my delegate from each of the native In fact, does this and and many more
friends, they should not "eat all the counties. I move that Mr. Ortiz's reso- things in exchange for real money.
pie" but should "leave some for us." lutions be adopted.
Mr. Armijo afterwards amended his Telephone 157 W.
I know that there is no opposition
SANTA FE. N. M.
to this movement. If there is any, own motion to read "that both resolu Prices Reasonable. All Work Guaranteed.
-:- 7.
Day or Night Phone, IJO Main.
license Numbers,
one who says we are making a race tions be placed before the convention."
Next Door to Postoffice.
Both resolutions were placed before
issue of this, you will find that they
TERMS CASH.
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THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
ODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- ern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
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iron ready to use, your toasted
hurried breakfast, your vacufor
the
ready
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full Information cheeerfully given.
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SANTA
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she did not marry him. She declared
that Shu and brother decided to escape, and that after she had donned
her brother's clothes they rode a rod
u'l the way to this city.
to the
Miss Edwards was taken
home of the special officer, where she
was given a new outfit. She was permitted to depart with her brother.
She refused to tell where b!io was

HOPS A FREIGHT

city 1hree weeks
$5

l''t. Wayne, Intl., July 7. When New
Haven's Town Marshal, II. II. (irubli,
went fishing he left instructions to a
'deputy in case a fire happened. The
towns two factories, the Wayne Chair
Works and I'Jastio Pkufler Works.
were destroyed because tho deputy
icould not. manage the electric pumps.
He turned on the switch all right,
but the cistern was soon pumped dry
!and while seeking a pew supply from
ja reservoir he let the pump get full
tf air, and much time w;is wasted in
finding and removing the cause of the
pump's refusal to work.
The losses will reach $t;n.iiiii and
the insurance $19,0iio.
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LEADING FIGURES IN COL MULHALL'S "INVISIBLE GOVERNMENT" EXPOSE.
THE

MAN WHO IS TRYING TO MAKE
OUR
MENT" VISIBLE TO THE NAKED EYE.

"INVISIBLE

PAGE THREE

NEW MEXICAN
uana, have already nominated their
ticket for the municipal election next
November. Nominations were made
a! a city primary held recently at;
vliich about
per cent, of the vote
cist, at the presidential election last
t! tl was polled.
This is an unusually

FIRE MARSHAL IS
INTERESTING NOTES ON
OUT FISHING AS
FACTORIES BURN
WORK

ago after stealing

from her father.
The father asked the police to assist, in locating her. Utter the local
Wilkes-liarre- ,
authorities received a message from
Pa., July 7. J. A.
the Hartford police o be on the look
a special officer of the Lehigh
out for her. She was apprehended
Valley railroad, discovered two illegal
while leaving the home of a friend
train riders on a freight which pulled
and was carrying a willow suitcase
into the Coxlon yards He caused the
which contained the stolen articles.
arrest of the pair, and after taking
The irirl confessed to the theft, and
them to his office discovered that one
said while she was packing the plundof his prisoners was a girl in male at-er the Oefinger family, which was
GIRL CONFESSED
.
She
away for the day, returned.
The prisoners admitted me iaots,
TO DOING THEFT threw the suitcase out a second-storand the girl said that she was Madgo
window and jumped out after it and
Kdwards, 21 years old, a Philadelphia
made
her escape. She is being deand
escort
the
7.
telephone operator,
Reading, Pa., July
Pretty
tained
awaiting the arrival of the
was
James.
her
said,
brother,
rosa. Aengyel, 12 years old, wearing
Miss Edwards siad that, she lledju short skirt, was arrested here on Hartford authorities.
from Philadelphia to escape the
charge or robbing the home of
Work for the New Mexican. It is
tention of a man she disliked. She de-- j Fred Oeiinger, at Hartford, Conn., of
clared that he was madly in love and $28 in cash and jewlery valued at $15(1. working for you, for Santa Fe and
that she feared he would kill her if She ran away from her home In this tho new state.

TO ELUDE WOOER

Ft

GOVERN-

of otes for a primary.
William J. liohhins was nominated for
ING UP ITS ORGANIZATION
mayor uml lllatz A. Reseller for city
clerk. There was a lively contest for
OUT THE COUNTRY.
the mayoralty nomination but, when
the votes were counted, the defeated
7.
The
Washington, 1). (.'., July
candidate pledged himself to do his
Vermont I'rogi essi es are up and do-- i inmost for tin; success of the
ing all the time. In the first six
juonihs of this year, county meetings
have been held in Washington,
11"-The executive committee
Orange, Chittenden, Caledonia, ir:ogr. ssivi: suite coninuttee
Ken-- !
Franklin and Bennington counties. At tucky held a meeting in Louisville re- each meeting there was at least one
speaaer iroiu uui ui uie Mate, x uc, (i(,n (jf ,.,,, fl)1.
8(m.nmont of a,,,
..
are planning meetings for the next,
fv
U)p miJ.(
six months in the remaining seveul
BWBnnri,
counties of the stale. There are over in the interest ot we
progressive
in Verlij.ilUO Progressives enrolled
psrty at various places in Kentucky,
mont, in addition to which there are and it was also decided to put camli
"no party workers, representing each dates in the field in at least SO of the
Mown in the state, who can be depend counties of the stale.
The party will
ed upon for active work. Organiza-i- . lave candidates in all legislative tlis- tion work is proceeding all the time. n.i(,ls of Kt,ntlK.kv
OF THE PROGRESSIVE

IT IS KEEP-

PARTY

high percentage

THROUGH

e

n

v

Win-Idoi-

:

j

CHILD ON RAFT
BLOWN ON LAKE

.

j

,,.,,.,,,,.

.

Duller

'Hie Idea was suggested at the recent
Missouri state-widconference in St.
Louis, where a proposition was made,
that each county in Missouri should
have a rally on that day, This led to
the suggestion that the day's celebra- lion should be turned into basket pic- r..:cs wherever possible, at points soThe
lected by the county chairmen.
idea was immensely
popular, and
Walter Hrown, of Ohio, head of the organization woi-- of the national com-ittee, who was at the St. Louis meet-irat once took it up with other
slates. The result will be a nation-ido series of county
Progressives
picnics or other meetings on August

,..,,,

Fort. Huron, Mich., July 7. Childish
cries wafting over the waters of Take
I u ron attracted the attention of Cap- tain A. J. Farley and Robert Carr, of
a local fishing tug, who espied a raft

j

Jennie,
nearby, upon which
Whoatloy was clinging for dear life.
Apparently the child had been bathing, and after boarding her Improvised
linat. dirt not realize) that she was be
int fhe ,.,,,. CaDtain

county, Pennsylvania,
The Progressives of Hagertown, In- held a largely attended or- d ana nt a city meeting recently, vot-- ,,
ganization meeting at. llutler the other e.i unanimously to put a full ticket in!Farllv BaVH tnat the raft waB of BUCh
day. .Nearly every election district in the field for the approaching muni-- p,,or 'f,onstruet!on ti,at it could not
the county was represented. Tho
c.lpal election.
Miave withstood the voyage much long- mittee decided on permanent
(.r.
alien for the county, adopted rules for
At a recent meeting of women suf-- i
to frage lenders in Chicago, the suggesand decided
party government,
FAIR EXCHANGE
that Miss .lane
place a complete ticket in the tie',1 (j,,,, W.,K made
at the fall election.
New Back for an Old One How a
loi the Progressive national commit-- '
Santa Fe Resident Made a Bad
The Illinois house of representatives tee, be nominated for the mayoralty
Back Strong.
has finally confessed the theft of the el' Chicago on the Progressive ticket
seat of George B. Bojrdman, who was in 191a.
The back aches at times with a dull
elected at the special election last!
indescribable feeling, making you
Pro-It
A call lias been issued
for a
spring, by making belated restitution.
paina
weary and restless; liiercing
will be recalled that immediately gressive convention of the third con- shoot across the region of the kidneys,
after the election at which Mr. Board- - gressional district of Maine to meet inan(j again the loins are so lame that
Watervllle on July 15 for the purpose to S(nnp j3 agony. No use to nib or
man won, the Democratic-Republicain the house c f nominating a candidate for con-- j upplv a piastor to the back If the
machine combination
Michael Hennebry, Mr. Board-- ! gress to fill the vacancy caused by the nPVS' are weal
You cannot reach tho
Mr. death of Forrest Goodwin, and also cause.
man's Democratic
opponent.
Follow the example of this
Uoardman was thereby forced to eon- - for the purpose of perfecting the
Santa Fe citizen.
for the seat w hich he had right-- ionization of the party in that
Miss Adela Arias, Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
won. The decision was post-- j trict. The Progressives are preparing says: "I suffered from a dull, heavy
poned by the house until the last to contest in each of the congressional ache in the small of my back. I was
thing. In the end, Mr. Boardnian was districts where there is now a
frequently bothered by headaches and
seated.
dizzy spells. I felt, tired and didn't
Doan's Kidney
have any ambition.
State Terasurer Robert K. Young, rills cured all these ailments, and I
are
Arrangements
progressing
Pennsylvania, recently announced have been in good health ever since.
rapid! v for the organization of a Pro-j- (
IlR would never again vote the If a cold settles on my kidneys, I take
gressive league in Gloversville, N. Y. " at
ticket. "The Republican i few doses of Doan s Kidney nils
A nrelimlnarv meet in B has been held Republican
at which a committee was elected to "rty has served its mission," he said,- ;ind they fix me up all right When
work with the members of the pr0. a great mission, it is true, well per-- j first US0(J Doan's Kidney Pills
formed but now the party has out- i
KO crateful for the benefit they
gressive . city committee e
.,
li ved its usefulness and has fallen Into gave me that I recommended them. I
mooli
ti,n
think just as highly of them now, as
of Wright j"e hands of thieves, who have
committee
sive county
were
raised led and murdered it in its own I did then."
funds
Missouri,
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
for the incidental expenses of carry- - house."
Foster-Milburcents.
Co.,
Buffalo,
ing on the party work. Arrangements
The Progressive party will be one New York, sole agents for the United
were made to have Progressive speak-States.
old on August 5. Plans are
'is at thn various picnics and county year
r
Remember the name Doan's and
jfU-way all over the country for a
of th! season.
The Progressives of Richmond, In- Ufecial celebration of Founders Day. take no other.
s

..,.,
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SENATOR

LEF.

S.

OVERMAN,

chairman of the senate committee
CONGRESSMAN' JAMES T. M'DER-MOT- vestigating the lobbv.
He has
of the Chicago
Stockyards' nounced that he is going to sift
district, alleged by Col Mulhall to MulhaU's
charges to the bottom.
have aided and been assisted financially by the "invisible

government."

Col. Martin Mulhall. who

MARSHALL CUSH'NG. former sec-

turned the Washington,

spotlight of publicity on the American
invisible government, has long been
a familiar figure around Washington.
He has been seen in the clubs and
hotels and there are thousands of
men who had a speaking acquaintance
with him who never thought to Inquire his business.
There were so many men of his
type In and out of Washington. Well
dressed, suave, always in good humor
and ever ready to match a good story
with a better, he was e, welcome figure
to the groups of idlers in the hotel
lobbies and along "the Avenue" stopping places of the great and near
great. His gray hair and mustache
would lead one to estimate his age
to be about 50. He came originally
from Baltimore and maintained a home
there, but he was the t pe of man who

came
where everybody
from somewhere else, the origin of
Ool. Mulhall attracted little or no curiosity.
No one could be n ore courteous or
obliging and no one seemed to have
a better estimate of the capabilities
of the various members of congress
a knowledge he was ever willing to
place at the disposal of newspaper
men. But Col. Mulhall never intruded
himself anywhere.
He never volunteered Information, unless he was taking part in a general conversation and
then only in a casual way.
But ho
seemed always to knew exactly what
was going on and to be able to comment on it intelligently.
He had
some close friends among the newspabut it is
per men and politicians,
doubtful if any of these ever heard of
his connection with the National Association of Manufacturers, or, if they
did, ever paid particular attention to

retary of the National Association of
Manufacturers, who Col. Mulhall says
letters "No
signed his confidential
Sig."

CONFESSION
COL. MULHALL'S
PROCLAIMS FROM VERY HOUSETOPS THAT IF REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT IS TO SURWE
VIVE SPECIAL PRIVILEGE,
MUST HAVE, AT ONCE AND FOREVER DIRECT ACTION AT THE
POLLS AS OUR WEAPON. SAYS
VICTOR MURDOCK.

i

JOHN KIRBY, JR., Dayton,

Ohio,

.

fame.

Col.

Ohio, July 7.
Upper Sandusky,
With Mrs. Charles F. Troup, a bride
ot a few hours, unconsious, her
and 22 of a party of 24 wedding
guests in convulsions, the home of Mr.
of Little
and Mrs. I. M. Swihart,
Sandusky, became a hospital.
Consternation seized the wedding
party when the bride became ill shortly after the wedding supper. Her Ill
ness was quickly followed by that of
the guests.
Several rtronned helnless of the Daln
on the lawn where the wedding sup
per had been served. Others, in panic,
attempted to run away, but were
seized with convulsions.
Mrs. Troup, her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Swihart. and one or two of the
enests became delirious and were
thought to be in a dying condition.
Several children of the uartv were
the trreatest sufferers and were seized
with convulsion after convulsion.
The noison iB belived to have come
from a chicken salad, with a dressing
All the
made of canned pimentos.
guests save two partook of the dish.
litis-'ban-

or-te-

y

1

Pmn.

i

'

s
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HOT? WELL, HERE'S A MESSAGE FROM A LAND
WHERE IT IS

25

DEGREES BELOW ZERO TODAY!

THE FORUM

Everybody enjoyed last night's
By VICTOR MURDOCK,
The crowds who turned out to
Congressman from Kansas and Leader of the Progressives in the House hear the music proved that. But here
(s something that everybody does not
of Representatives.
know: That concert was not paid for.
That concert, was g'ven by the boys
Washington, T). C, July 7. The con- In the band as an evidence
of their
fession of Col. Mulhall has furnlBhed
faith. They knew that the money
details and proof confirming a charge, good
for a continuation of these concerts
long made and generally believed, that had not been raised yet, but did that
or
less
more
under
been
has
congress
prevent them from playing last eventhe influence of special privilege.
ing? No. they went ahead and did
The Mulhall confession shows spec- their part, trusting that we will do
ial privilege has been organized to ours.
secure special representatives In conListen, Mr. Merchant and Mr. Citigress for the defeat of popular legis- zen, the other evening his Honor the
lation and for the passage of special
Mayor and the gentlemen of the city
legislation.
council raised the city's contribution
In
Mulhall
the
expos- to the band 33 percent They realized
The sensation
ure consists In Us derail and Its wealth what these concerts mean to Santa Fe
of documentary proof.
and they headed the new subscription
Nor Is that all.
Tt Is enlightening to many also as in a genuine way.
to the widespread character of this The boys of the band have expressed
themselves willing to give two conlobby's operation.
a week during the summer
certs
membeen
known
that
has
It
long
bers who served special privilege were months, one on Sunday evening and
selected by special privilege. It was an extra one Thursday evening withassumed, however, that such help was out any additional pay; if we will give
received in a casual and sporadic way. them reasonable support In the way of
the
list, throughout,
This exposure shows special privi- a subscription
new
is
a
There
subscription
year.
nationlege has been organized on a
for the band being opened today. Let
al scale, drawing from an almost un- us
the boys half way. We have
limited expense fund and working a meetband.
No city of equal size in
good
exterminathe
for
political
secretly
this broad land can' boast of a better
tion of congressmen daring to serve one.
They are willing and anxious to
the people and for the political
and
all they ask in return is a
play
of congressmen willing
modest financial support. Let us
very
to serve special privilege.
all work together in this matter and
It Is important thnt this matter see that they get It.
sennot
as
the newspaper
should
pass
sation of a day.
It Is something more than that.
It is a revelation as to what repMamma
resentative government may become
Its safe
when it is too far removed from the
direct Influence of people.
It Is a revelation ap to the imperative need for more popular government. Members musr be more directly subject to the control of their people..
We must have more of the direct
primary and more of the recall; otherwise the form of government which
we call a republic and which contains
a congress for the service of special
privilege Is a failure
I repeat, we must not forget the lesson in the mere sensation of this startling and most Interesting revelation.
eon-cer-

seemed to have been everywhere and
seen most everything, so that even in it.

president of the National Association
of Manufacturers una who, according to Col. Mulhall, was one of the
CONGRESSMAN JOHN
rulers of the "invisible government" t FORMER
.TMMKTNa of Wisconsin, who, Col.
and a writer of some ."interesting"
Mulhall charges, received aid from the
.
letters.
s
National Association oi Manuiactur-erLorimer
of
Hines
and Edward

an-

SALAD POISONS
WEDDING PARTY

'

COL MARTIN MULHALL.

in-

szys0ns
for
Qjglf
,

Children

It wM! not pay you to wapta your
JAMES WATSON, former congressFORMER CONGRESSMAN HARRY
time writing out your legal torn
M. COUDRY of St. Ix)uis, who, Col. man from Indiana, and who, Col. Mul- when you can get them already printMulhall alleges, acted as secret agent hall alleges, kept the N. A. M. officials ed at the New Mexican Printing
lor the manufacturers.
posted on congressional affairs.
CAPITAL PHARMACY,

S

irtv iviiurlna Mmi'nn.i
Commonwealth Bay, July 7. While!
in America are suffering with the
heat, I am writing this nies-- j
si'ge in the Antarctic circle, witn ine
teermometer from 25 to 40 degrees below zero and with six months of solid
right before me and my five compan
ions.
We are in the depths of winter, for
the seasons are reversed here
The last penguin left us today. We
have had an addition to our family.
Hester, one of the dogs presented to
us by Amundsen, gave birth to five
puppies, but four of them died with
the cold.
Some of our instruments have been
ci.nied away by the wind, but Hodgeman set our house in order for the
winter and we shall be more com-fi.rt.able than we were last winter.
Sledging is dangerous, owing to the
h( avy snowfall.
It is very fortunate that Captain
Davis has our wireless tower
Jeffries, the wireless man, antl
r.ipates being able fq keep it standing
in spite of the hurricanes, and he
tnlnks that communication is better,
how that the
night has Bet in.
A terrific whirlwind was experienced
List night .and almost took the roof
eff the hut, but the wireless tower
stood it.
We are assailed nightly by wireless
signals from far and wide, so much so
that it is difficult to pick out one particular message. Jeffries gets messages and news from all the world, so,
though we are imprisoned by the In1

t'nse cold, nearly 2000 miles from a Dr. Douglas Mawson and the
shore line, where he is maroonhuman habitation, we know
ed, as seen from the deck of the
thing that is going on and we
This photograph was taken
r tunicate daily with the world.
while Captain J. K. Davis was trying
in vain to rescue the Mawson party.
(By W. G. Shepherd.)
K.
7.
J.
London, July
Captain
Davis, who has iust arrived in London
ftom the Antarctic circle, has secured and was killed, and the other died of
tl Is message, for America, from Dr. cold and
For twenty-twhunger.
Douglas Mawson.
days he struggled on alone, while I
It is the latest marvel of the wire-h.s- s v aited for him at Commonwealth bay.
that you may sit in Santa Ke and
"At last he returned, nearly dead.
read a message just written by a man I.ut a terrible wind was blowing from
in a
hut, amid ternal ice, off shore. We got within half a mile
during the six months' night.
of shore and we could see the hut, the
Tall, lanky Captain Davis, the chief wireless tower and a man waving a
s
of the steamship Aurora of the
f':ig. But we couldn't reach them.
plight.
,"I decided to disobey orders and go
"He's a prisoner, of course, but he fcr the six men 1500 nV.'les away on
han plenty to eat and he has five good the ice field.
companions. I'm going back next No
"Dr. Mawson and his men stood on
vember to rescue him.
shore and watched us said away.
the
Febhim
last
"I almost rescued
knew that it meant they would
They
ruary. It was like this:
lor a whole year in the
bo
prisoners
"In the summer of 1910 I put Dr.
1 knew that it didn't mean
but
huts,
Mawson and his party on the Antarcdeath to them if I left ihem and it dJH
tic shore at Commonwealth bay and mean
death to the six on the ice field
1
westward
miles
steamed 1500
then
I didn't get there.
onto
and put another party of six men
"We fcnind the six alive and well,
an icefield where they were to make
rethough almost at the end of their
scientific investigations.
on the Au"I sailed back to Hobart, with the sources. We loaded them
them back to Hobart,
'.nderstanding that in December, 1911, rora and got
Tasmania.
was to go back for them.
"I did this, but when I reached Corn.
"Imagine my delight at Hobart to
n onwealth bay I found Dr. Mawson nnd wireless messages awaiting me
miles from Dr. Mawson himself telling me
wasn't there. Ko had gone
into the interior and, as I learned that he and the five men with him
later, had had a terrible experience. were well and that I had done the
One companion fell Into a crevasse right thing in leaving as I did."
Ant-prcti- c

Au-ror- o.

r

snow-boun-

d

j

Maw-fon'-

1
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

CITY DOES HONOR TO AMATEUR BALL PLAYERS WHO STAGE
CARNVAL

OF FUN AND BEAUTY.

G

BASEBALL
Standing of the Clubs.
National
Club.
New York

League.

Pct.

Won. Lost.

Philadelphia
Chicago
Brooklyn

4(1

23

.667

40
40
35

25
34
32
38
41
40
47

.615

3;i
31
28
27

Pittsburgh

St. Louis
Boston
Cincinnati
'

American
Club.

Cleveland
Washington
Chicago
Boston

29

.746
.623

33

4

Denver ...
Pes Moines
St. Joseph

bull ring Sunday by Frankie Fowser,
a promising
El Paso lightweight.
In a bout sched- Floyd was given a severe lacing by
EJ1 Paso, July 7.
Fowser before the dream wallop was
uled for fifteen rounds, Lefty Floyd,
slipped., over, which put Floyd down
out
knocked
was
a local lightweight,
r the cunt and then some, which
Juarez
in
the
round
seventh
in the

.

ANCIENT,

TATTERED

PENNANT

NATIONAL

.

32
35
41
39
41
39
44
47

.584
.578
.512

.506
.500

.487
.421j
.420

Where They Play Today

i

WEIGHT COULON
BANTAM
LEAVES THE HOSPITAL.
Cou- Chicago, 111., July 7. Johnny
Ion, bantam weight champion, today

GLOVE

TORN

33
35
35
36
46
45

were
awarded
Handsome prizes
.45
the best appearing float, best drilled
.48
the
club, neatest appearing team,
.42
most novel turnout and to the root.40
er's club making the best appear- Kansas City
41
ance.
.37
St. Paul .
The parade contained an element
.32
of comedy, and the famous charac.34
ters, Skygack from Mars, Oscar and
Adolph and Evere True, were conspicuous.
As to the second question, the anNational League.
swer appears to be that the future of
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh.
amateur baseball is limited only to
New York at Brooklyn.
the enthusiasm and numbers of young
Boston at Philadelphia.
Americans, and the former is boundless, while the latter is up to the
American League.
stork.
Detroit at St. Louis.
Washington at New York,
Philadelphia at Boston, 2
was preceded by two preliminaries.

FACTOR

IN

RACE.

2

games,
games.

Today's Games.
League.
1
5

Pittsburg

3
9

and

Brown and Clarke; Robinson
Simon.
At. Philadelphia

The St. Louis Motion Picture com-p- :
ny used 2000 feet of film photo-p- i
The squad staaphing the race.
tioned on the La Bajada hill used 1000
fret and Ihe Albuquerque squad used
1f'00 feet on the start and finish. The
pictures taken at La Bajada hill show
Hie cars climing
four Switchbacks
vithout a shift of scene.
road race from Albuquerque to
return during the state
fnir is the next thing on the program.
A race on Labor day is also suggested,
v i tli Santa Fe as the turning point.
A

"1

os well and

ROOSEVELT AND

American Association,
Indianapolis at Columbus,
Toledo at LouiByille.
Minneapolis at Milwaukee.
St. Paul at Kansas City.

National
At Pittsburg
Cincinnati

morrow under the same circum
stances, and that he. would win too.

1

24

hereafter. It is one of the biggest Topeka
29
'
28
51
things Cleveland ever saw and not Wichita
even the promoters appreciated the
live wire they touched when they
American Association.
promulgated the plan!
Won. Lost. Pet.
Club.

LIGHTWEIGHT
SCORES A KNOCKOUT.

AND

...

Lincoln
Omaha
Sioux City

v

Cleveland Press,' and was made posHow big is amateur baseball?
Or, perhaps, the better question sible by the hearty and instant
of the amateur leagues in the
is, what is the future or amateur
city.
baseball?
It became on assured success when
The first was answered at Cleveland, O., June 28, when Amateur day the business houses and corporations
which support amateur teams took a
held the boards.
decorated floats
The city government suspended hand. Beautifully
business to make the day a success. representing the teams and automoThe amateurs paraded through the biles filled with pretty girls, and
city to the American league ball flowers turned the parade into a
grounds while tens of thousands lined beauty show.
One direct result of amateur day
the sidewalks and cheered them.
The players and their friends en- will be more public ball grounds, for
tered the carnival spirit so wholly when the city dads saw the parade
that the Mardi Gras of New Orleans and realized that the thousands of
and the Rose Carnival of Portland young fellows were all Interested in
the sport they came to the quick conmust needs look to their laurels.
For beauty and originality the dec- clusion that the least the city could
orations of floats shown in the ama- do was to provide enough grounds for
teur day parade set a high mark for the players.
Amateur day was the first of its
the future.
Amateur day was the idea of "The kind, and it will be an annual affair
EL PASO

51
43
42
41
41
30

(First game)

.,......

15 18 1
MIKE DOOLAN AND THE GLOVE Boston
11 13 1
.
Philadelphia
BEYOND PRICE.
Perdue and Rariden; Moore Chalm
ers, Imlay and Killifer, Howley.

SONS START
WESTERN TRIP
New York, July 7. Theodore Roose
velt accompanied by his sons, Quin
tan and Archie, left New York today
for the west on a trip which will last
six or eight w'eeks. He will spend
most of his time in and around Grand
Canyon of Colorado, iu Arizona, where
the two young men will make horseback excursions in the surrounding
country.
Mr. Roosevelt plans to leave on his
South American journey about two
weeks after his return from the west.

DECREE ENTERED
IN MERGER CASE
AT SALT LAKE

n

Pacific-Souther-

4

2

Brown, Bender and Lapp; Collins
H.edient and Carrigan, Nunamaker.

.

j

Seattle, Wash., July 7. Three sectional meetings of the National Conference of Charities and Correction,
At New York (First game)
were held today. In the grand opera
2 6 2
Washington .
house child welfare was discussed,
5 6 0 rr. W. H.
New Yorj:
Slingerland, of the Russel?
Rngle, Gsllia and Henry, Ainsmith;
age foundation, New York, spoke on
Fisher and Gossett, Smith.
"the need of child welfare wont in
rural communities."
American Association.
W. T. Cross, of Columbia, Mo., presi-ieiAt Columbus
of the Missouri state board of
4 11
:
Indianapolis
charities and correction, delivered an
5 10
;
jColumbus
dc.dress on "Unity in Child Help
Merz and Casey; Cole and Smith,
Murphy.
A round table meeting was held in
riymouth church auditorium to dis
FAMOUS OLD BICYCLE
cuss
between federal and
TRACK IS NOW CLOSED. slate officials, civic and voluntary
Salt Lake City, July 6. The salt fluencies, in the reception and distri-tutioof immigrants.
palace bicycle track, which has been
running since 1899 was closed last In the Plymouth church lecture room
night after the riders refused to Mrs. John M. Glenn, of New York,
make an appearance and no attempt spoke on "Case Work, Discipline and
will be made to reopen
the resort. locals," and discussion of the subject
The salt palace track has been in followed, led by Charles C. Stilluiau,
operation longer than any other general secretary of Associated Charitrack in the country and many of the ties of St. Paul.
present world's records have been
made there.
FIRE DOES $150,000
DAMAGE TO PACKING PLANT.
AMERICAN WOMAN
SUICIDES IN PARIS.
Omaha, Neb., July 7. A fire which
this forenoon iu the beef house
Paris, July 7. The body of the started Nelson-Morris
Packing company
young American woman who commit- of the
ted suicide yesterday at Villebon, threatened at one time to entirely denear Meudon, has been identified as stroy the half million dollar plant, but
the aid of a considerable portion
that of Agnes Firth MacDuff of Cam- with
of the Omaha Fire department the firebridge, Mass. She took poison on men
got the flames under control four
June 19 and lingered until July 4. It
was thought at first by the doctors hours later, with a loss of perhaps
The fire originated in the
$150,000.
that she would recover.
She steadfastly refused to disclose top floor of the five story house and
down to the third story before
the reason for her act She probably worked
was
control. The Intense heat
it
under
buried
in
be
Paris.
will
Miss Firth, who hLd dropped the caused much suffering by the firemen,
two of them being forced to retire.
family name of MacDuff, was 26 years
of age and a native of Talton, N. H. Work for
the New Mexican, it la
For a time she lived en a .ranch near
for you, for Santa Fe and
Denver, Colorado, coming to Cam- working
the new state.
in 1906.

is a baseball glove
The glove belongs
Shortstop
I'oplan of the Phillies.
ijoolan is one of the best shortstops
Vb4(f ever played ball;
He and his palmless glove are two
reasons why the Phils may win the
National league pennant.
' Tie ragman wouldn't give 5 cents
toy the glove. Doolan wouldn't take
a hundred dollars for it.
Doolan credits this ragged glove for
the base hits he kills off every day.
The center of the glove is the same
thing a doughnut surrounds. The covering is ragged and the lining frayed.
Pafck of the hole Doolan 's hand is a
callous. .

r.

Mique (yes, he. is a
says
tnat when the batted or dentist)
thrown ball
strikes the hole it sticks there.
Gloves are supposed to protect the
hand, but Dooian's does not.
It is not surprising to discover
something unusual about Dooian's
glove. The observer might suppose
he was equipped with a sein, to watch

fxture

with the Phils. No .300 hitter
could drive him off the team unless he
was a fielding marvel as, well. If he
were batting only .i00, Doolan would
still be playing, because of his uncanny ability to do the "impossible"-betweesecond and third.
If killing base hits was listed as a
crime. Dr. Mique Doolan would have

him cut down liners, hopping grouud-t- teen electrocuted or
hanged years
and short-fielflies.
apo, which would suit McGraw, Evers,
Although not a slugger, Doolan 1b a 'it al., at the present writing.
bridge
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Santa Fe Lodge of
fection No. I, I4tn

gree. Ancient and Acmost dead.
cepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
The attempted
tended to confirm the belief that the man the third Monday of each month at
7:30 o'clock in the evening in the New
is a victim of hallucinations,
Cathedral.
Scottish Rite
Visiting
Masons are cordially invited to attend.
HOTEL ARRIUALS.
E. C. ABBOTT, 32,
Venerable Master.
De Vargas.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.
Miss Edith Prouty, Humboldt, la.
B P. O. 2.
Margaretie Newman, Denver.
H. J, Pankratz, El Paso.
Santa Fe LodgeNo,
W. S. Peel, Alamosa, Colo.
P. O. E,
460, B.
Al Royce aud mother, Denver.
holds its regular
E. Clark, Alcalde.
session on the secEnas Strawn, Alamosa.
ond
and fourth
J. F. Alexander, Topeka, Kau.
Wednesday cf each
month.
Frank Stapliu, Farmlngton.
VI 1 1 ting
E. W. Fox, Clayton.
brothers are invited and welcome.
Wm, McGinnis, Chicago.
EDWARD P. DA VIES,
J. R. Wasson, Tucumcari.
Exalted Ruler,
H. L. Waldo, Las Vegas.
C. H. WILSON,
T. V. Hanna, ljamy.
Geo. Loos, Carnival.
Secretary.
C. M. Nigro and wife, Carnival.
Santa Fe Camp
Lloyd Kellam, Albuquerque.
M. W. a.
Harold Hunt, Raton.
13514,
meets second TuesW. J. Lucas, Las Vegas.
R. Case, Deming.
day each month, social meeting third
J. F. Sweeney, Richmond, Va.
at FireTuesday
John Veuable, Albuquerque.
man's Hall. Visit
H. E. Palmatier, Albuquerque.
ing neighbors welcome.
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
Montezuma.
A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
A. D. Vargas, Ojo Caliente.
Lucie Becker, Belen.
F. W. FARMER
Edith Ziegler, Belen.
No.
Homestead
A. C. Burtless, Albuquerque.
2879, Brother,
A. G. Woodford, Bishop's Ranch.
hood of AmeriP. Martinez, Nambe.
can Yoemen.
W. R. King and wife, Salt Lake
Meets second
City.
s
and fourth
Chas. H. Montague, Racine, Wis.
of the
Mike Nash and wife, Albuquerque
month at the
C. A. Hudson, Albuquerque,
Fireman's Hall.
G. L. Rogers, Albuquerque.
H. Foreman. R. L. Baca,
Wm. McKee, Albuquerque.
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
Ward Anderson, A buquerque.
H- Thos. ,Huges, Albuquerque.
Santa Fe Lodge
H. Chas. Rochl, Albuquerque.
No. 2, Knights of
Jno. E. Brown, Plainview, Tex.
meets
Clint Shepard, Plainview, Tex.
every Second and
L. W. Beckham, Plainview, Tex.
Fourth Friday of
C. N. McFarland, Plainview, Tex.
the month at 8
C, B. Forbes, Denver.
o'clock p. m.
Louis Rosenbach, Albuquerque.
in K.
Meeting
Ralph Linton, Philadelphia.
of P. Hall over
W. J. Stehle Albuquerque.
Kaune's store.
C. H. Greeene, San Francisco.
All
Ida Dickerson, Albuquerque.
Knights are most
A. Singer, Albuquerque.
cordially Invited.
F. J. Shindler, San Francisco.
A. P. HILL, C. C.
W. H. Taber, Jr., Albuquerque,
REINGARDT. K. of E. and S.
Coronado.
E. M. Montoya, Albuquerque.
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
C. Montoya, Albuquerque.
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular
R. Fishel, Albuquerque.
meeting on the first Thursday ot each
F. Sandoval, Bueryers.
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. va.
F. Garcia, Las Vegas.
Visiting brothers are Invited and wel
F. Elaion, Albuquerque.
come.
R. Mastas, Jemez Springs.
BENITO ALARID, President.
T. Grego, Albuquerque.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
Jose Romero, Albuquerque.
Jose C. de Baca, Albuquerque.
ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, 1. O. O. F.
It will not pay you to waste yout
Santa Fe Lodga
meets
time writing out your legil forms
regularly
when you get them already printed every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
at the New Mexican Printing Com in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothers always welcome.
pany.
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& A. M.

visiting

Salt Lake City, Utah, July 7. The
decree of the United States circuit
At Philadelphia (second game)
judges, sitting as the. district court of
2
Boston
Utah, dissolving the Union
2
Pacific merger, was entered
Philadelphia
Tied end of ninth.
cf record iu the United States district
court here today. The way is now
At Brooklyn
cpen for trustees appointed by the
New York
filO 1 court to carry out the disposition of
112 2 the $126,000 Southern Pacific stock
BTOoklyn
Demareo and Meyers; Curtis, Stack owned by the Union Pacific Railroad
and Miller, Heckinger.
company. Tfie decree was entered at
a special sesion of the district court.
American League.
At Boston (First game)
THREE CHARITIES AND
7 9 3
Hiiladelphia
CORRECTION CONFERENCES.
4

F.

Hy-mo- u

He was found on his cell cot
c:ir, is quoted as saying in the Albu-- c today.
tourni-niet- ,
ier: m papers that he would not vith a towel, fashioned in a
tightly wrapped about his neck.
such a race again for $5000.
limbic in says he would do it again to Lis face was purple and he was al-

Concerning the story that Emblem
Pet. nil gasoline with ether in it, there
.680 sterns to be no foundation whatever
.566 Ur such a report, as Emblem bought
.545 1 Ik gasoline at the Butler garage as
.539 r'id cars Xo. 1 and No. 7 all of whom
No Bamples of his
.532 came in winners.
.395 Choline were taken at Albuquerque.
were all taken at this
. 392. Piul the samples
.354 e.:d following the finish, and none of
ti'cse samples have been tested yet.

Won. Lost.

1, A.

I.os Angeles, Calif., July 7. ArRegular communirested on the charge of having passed
cation first Monday
a bad check at a seaside resort,
of each month at
P. Helflustine,
who is in jail
Matonic
Hall at
here today startled the officials of the
7:30.
sheriff's office with a purported conE. R. PAUL, W. M.
fession in which he detailed the ser- CHAS. B. LINNEY, Secretary.
ies of eight murders in Ohio and Indiana. These Include the slaying of
Santa Fe Chapter No.
Pearl Bryan of Greencastle, Ind., for
1, R. A. M.
Regular
whose death the medical students,
second
convocation
Jackson and Walling, were executed.
Monday of each month
Some of the circumstances of the
at Masonic Hall at
crimes as related by Helflustine do not
7:30 p. m.
coincide with known facts and coun- 3. A. MASSIE,
ty officials were inclined to believe ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
H. P.
the prisoner was suffering from the
Secretary.
peculiar phase of insanity often noted
in police work, which causes the vicSanta Fe Commanflery '
tim to imagine he committed
the
No. 1, K. T. Regular
crimes of which he has only read.
conclave fourth MonNevertheless District Attorney W.
day in each month at
Joseph Ford, got into communication
Masonic Hall at 7:30
today with the police departments of
p. in.
noney.
several Ohio cities.
WESLEY O. CONNER, JR E. C.
Helflustine tried to commit suicide W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
"Hi (V Sperry, driver of the winning
-

'1;lve Coombs turned the entire
500
won by his car over to "Red"
385 foi'i-'- e
It is said Wave
.383 Sperry, the driver.
.286 ii'iade his in another way.

Western League.
Club.

No.

a

is!

36
35
48
50
50

35
30
31
20

Detroit

Pet.

18

42

St. Louis
New York

.541
.522
.465
.431
.412
.365

League,
Won. Lost.
53
48
41

Philadelphia

yNgJjJVWWWCww'w,MA

Wm. Emblem, driver of Car No. C
Fe road
Albuquerque-Santrt'ce, drove his racer up from Albuquerque yesterday with $1S7.30 iu his
pocket. This amount Is half of second aud third money, the other half
gcing to J. Caldwell, of Roswell, own-e- i
of the Velie which came in third.
This solution ot the matter was arrived at after a lengthy discussion
penalizing Emblem for taking the Alameda road Instead of the
n.esa road coming out of Albuquerque.
liarl nonalivarl him.
that
J.,via
self by taking a longer route with
sandier roads, but the rules provided
that taking the wrong route subjected
U driver to a penalty equal to the time
ii wiuld have taken him to turn buck
;i r.d ;.et on the right road and this iu
the judgment of the committee was
This would have
abotii 12 minutes.
!put Emblem third, and it was finally
Ulec'd'-to divide second and third
iu the

115
weighing
which is ten pounds more than he did
a week ago, when he entered the Institution to be treated for stomach
trouble. Despite his rapid Improvement in health, It Is probable he will
be unable to box for some time.

AMATKUIt DAY PARADE.

1913.

7,

I

left the hospital

AND
AMATEURS
MAKC'IIINCr
FLOAT IN
1IKCOUATKD
ILY

JULY

CHECK ARTIST
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
ECHOES OF THE
BIG ROAD RACE
CONFESSES TO
MASONIC.
OTHER CRIMES
Montezuma
Lodge

NEWS

sipora

MONDAY,

AUSPICES

OF

The Club of the Guadalupe Church.

1

Q

BIG SHOWS

10

Free Band Concerts!
Sensational Free Acts

!

Wild Animal Circus !
Ferris Wheel !

Merry-Go-Roun-d,

1

ALL SHOWS WILL BE OPEN
7 :30

ir-1:-:.-...- .

TO-ZDTIGKE-

TT.

--fi-fr

MONDAY,

PASS

SANTA FE NL'W MEXSCAM

JULY 7, 1913

UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST CO.

PERSONALS Ready Trimmed if"ADOLF
HATS

CARLSBAD OIL
PROJECTS ALIUE

GOODS

DRY

SELIGMAN

FIV

CD.

y. jr., July 7. The.
Carlsbad,
TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
county commissioners will hold their
the Postal Tele- Telephone
Sevquart erly meeting on Monday.
N graph company If you do not get S
eral petitions asking for elections on V your paper and one will be de- the saloon question will come up for
S
livered to you at once.
consideration. The reople are anxious to get an opportunity to close the
in
where they are
saloons in places
H. V. Fox of Clayton is a visitor in
Your Patronage Solicited
The Carlbad Project will tin; capital city.
operating.
125 Palace Ave
Price,
ask for a chance to vote the project
fudge H. L. Waldo of Uis Vegas, is
to
PRICE.
SPECIAL
now
OUR
saloons
the
dry," objecting
the day iu Santa Fe.
in the project,
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier
on the spending
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President.
And it certainly wan an
Lovington
Ve- tu Ke canyon.
V.
of
Lucas
Las
J.
Attorney
l.ake- Weal day to be out in the hills. The
plains, has another petition.
gas, is in he city for a few days.
J. B. LAMY,
PHONE 180.
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
wood and the Dayton section also want
R. 11. (!tse, a prominent citizen of past week of warm, clear weather into be allowed to vote on the question
all
as
USUI
the
a
few
in
sured
Is
good fishing,
anglers
days
Deming,
spending
Carlsbad as a town votes on the ftainej the capital.
nov that with no rains the trout are!
HI I II 1 1 I I I I I I I I
22nd.
proposition August
Tom Hanria, the- Lamy merchant, deprived of their food supply, and
FOR SALE-CI- TY
PROPERTY
The most important matter to com"
in the city yesterday for a short though conditions were ideal for this
5 Room Modern Brick
up at the board meeting Is advertising! visi,
Cottage, 2 blocks from Plaza, Price $3,800
'sport there have been no reports toINSURE WITH IIAYWARD AM) REST CONTENT,
for bids on the $2u,0"0 addition to the
with a big
f all'ont' reHmm
5 Room Modern Frame Cottage, 6 blocks from Plaza, Price
of
2,500
W:'H.
Forbes, Jr.,
Albuquerque,
court house. N'o date has been agreed
lust
in
and
6 Room Modern Adobe Collage. 2 blocks from Capitol, Price
the city
arrived
evening
3,000
on, but it is .likely that bidders will
The Pecos river from below Pecos- will spend several days here.
6 Room Modern Brick Cottage, 3 blocks from Plaza, Price
have six weeks in which to prepiusj
4,800
View
Unv" l,1,'al" "I1 ,( ,lu'
Alcalde
Klias
the
merchant,
Clark,
their bids.
10 Room Modern Adobe House, (double) rents for $45, Price
adobe house on Calisteo Street, with city water and elwir"
WilB llo,,(JJ 1,11 11,(1
5,000
''nu'h
in
i
Fe.
a
few
Sanla
days
spending
The tax rolls show .(i,205 head of
no bath. Lot 55x158 feet with a dozen bearing fruit
ectric
automobile
and
and
lights;
parties,
camping
husband
her
FOR SALE-RAN- CH
cattle in Eddy county. K,3!t7 horses. IMrs. Clark had preceded
chicken house and yard. Adobe barn in need of repairs. Two
trees,
Fe
and
Santa
peoAlbuquerque
2 Ranches in the Tesuque Valley
3,5;S8 sheep, 2S2.SS7 acres of
land, here by several (lavs.
hundred dollars added to purchase price of this property in way of
whal
" ,0 b" "r'"'
Secretary of State Antonio Uieeroj'''"
10 Ranches in the Espanola Valley
including grazing land, 11.H70 lots in
repairs and improvements will greatly enhance value.
hreviuted costumes wading the river.
.,,,,,.
n ,yn m
f,.,
the various towns, The total assess
3 Large Grants in the State
in their endeavor to lamT
vaist
high,
Price, $1,825.00. Reasonable Terms.
ed valuation is SS.KIk'.WiO, an increase fan, where he delivered tlie lourtn a
)
"big" one. The Valley ranch was
Pour Room Modern Brick Cottages
oration.
inei-a- se
of
FOR
The.
over
July
last
year.
largest
to tlie attic; every cottage
( 1 Five Room Modern Brick Cottage
Miss Gladys Mandell, who was a crowded
is in the livestock and railway. Carls-(1
tent house being occupied, and
Sa- Miss
wilh
over
the
Fourth
show-Piest
bad has the largest valuation,
to
Room 8, Capital Cily Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
Salmon left for her Home in Al- - Pioprietor Miller was compelled
itiff an increase over a year
Thejlcme
to accommodate
t.se
the
his
attic
Carlsbad Project also shows a ma- l.uqueniue, yesterday.
ST
iFlt'REAL EStAtOATWARD'HASTr"
McVlatius
and family
Jlrs. V. Palmer and her daughter ru"''ti,B'
terial increase, owing to development
were
at
the
arrivals
(C. A. BISHOP)
that
pop..,
among
,
j
.Maude, who have lieen llie
during the year.
among muse,
SURETY BONDS
LOANS
I!. Pop for
INSURANCE
the past Ctnv uiiiir nuhieirj ; aim,
Judge R. A. Hewitt, Mayesville, Mo, Mrs. G.
left for their home in (t,r. noticed along the river were: Judge;
inweeks,
in
here
weeks
the
several
J.
189
spent
72. C. Abbott and family, S. G.
Phone,
Cart-- i
terest of the Carlsbad Springs. 'I he rillos yesterday.
1 1 9 San Francisco
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
light and family; Harry F. Lee and
St., :
their
Louis
The
llfelds,
daughters,
land
additional
owners
have
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Hoover,,
Mrs.
I I I
I I I II I I I I I I
4H adjoining the acquired
,
and ar? readv Tilth and Beatrice, and Sara Hamlin, Ve. J.Lee,
springs-A
A. Rolls and son, Alfred; E. O.
to
this
motored
who
cf
York,
New
to begin development
The
proper.
W. 11. Halm, of Albuquerque:
Burke,
Albuto
relumed
the
for
Fourth,
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
have been city
articles of incorporation
Pobert E. Putney and family, Albu-amended and the capital stock inc 'eas- querque yesterday.
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol? I have a fine
X.
B.
Field
and
Mrs.
Field,
unerque;
T. J. Sullivan, of Delta. Colo.; C. N.
ed. W. II. Hull is giving his who! j atassortment of the Sterneau "Inferno," all high-grad- e
Besides
the above J
tention to the. development wovk. It McFarlund, of Butler, Colo., and Clint Albuquerque.
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
were
Santa
,
many other
Keansj
is the plan to build hotels.
Sheppard of Plainview, Texas, were tere
and the percolators which will make a cup
meal,
scattered
the
canyons,
through
along
were
at
who
the
of
and make other improvements
Elks
guests
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
and this summer the Pecos promises
he local Elks home yesterday.
property.
tc
take
its
as
tlie
again
place
Sunday
Hon. O. X. Marron and Francis E.
Peaches are ripening fast aud car
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
H.
YONTZ,
habitue of those who
ui d week-enwill begin on Monday. In- Wood, attorneys for the plaintiff in
shipments
fish-'-in
life
the open, with trout
NEW MEXICO SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATION
dications are that a car a day can the case of Garcia vs. Garcia, now on enjoy
ii p for diversion.
be loaded this week. J. S. Moranda, trial in the federal court, arrived hist
The Santa Fe canyon would claim
of the evening from Albuquerque.
who represents
the buyer
C. de Ba:i, game warden, more of our residents were It not for
Trinidad
and
is
heiv
crop,
NEW MEXICO CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR UNION
ready to receive shipments. Something left yesterday for a trip to Wagon the fact that the Santa Fe creek is
entirely depleted of fish mid the
like a hundred crates a day have Le.n Mound, Mora, Taos and other places
3d
to
1st
and
JULY
M M
QANT-'-I V
He was accom- hiavy rains have left tlie scenic road
shipped locally every day the pal in these counties.
OA11
1T1.,
JULY 4th to 6th, respectively
week. For local shipment the Georgia panied by E, H. Baca as far as Wagon in an almost impassable condition.
H Mound.
Tlie county road board could certainW. A. WILLIAMS, - carrier is being used this year.
For the above occasion the D. & R. G. R. R. will proAttorneys Mann and Venable of Al- ly put a team and four men at work
contains six baskets that will Hold in
tect rate of ONE FARE for round trip from staall about, a bushel.
The following buquerque, arrived here last night and fcr two or three days, with good
railroad officials visited the b'q; or- this morning took up in the federal
and they would receive the
tions Farmington, Aztec, N. M., Durango,
chard this week: General Manage:- - T court tlie case ot uarcia vs. uarcia, hearty approval of our many citizens'
ReHack
Lines.
some w)lo ,jke f0 ,nake ,his
C. Pox,
Antonito, Colo., Espanola, N. M, and all
Traffic Manager J. UrinUer, which has already occupied
u.jp Gm. gamt,
Best Rigs you
Colonization Agent C. L. Seagra"es, eight days.
warden would also confer a sneclal
directly intermediate stations.
Frank Butt, former Santa Feau. ff.vor on the Capital City residents by
Superintendent ,T. E. McMahon,
SADDLE
AND
FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
POMES.
TWO
PROMPT SERVICE.
Bros
drug HTfii.Kinif iiiih irmi ;ir s renni (iiiriiiir
F. M. Bisbee and J. L. V.'aircr now running tlie Butt
store at Albuquerque, came up from
and others.
SELLING DATES:
Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.
' .)regpII year
Work will begin in a week or so on the Duke City Saturday night, and
From Farmington and Aztec, N. M., June 28th.
H.
for
left
J.
Sloan
Dr.
with
Sunday
Work for the New Mexican. It it
the Carlsbad oil field west of town
It is likely that a a week's fishing on the Rio Media.
From Durango, Colo, (not Including Antonito ) June 29th.
(about, ten miles.
working for you, for Santa Fe and
G.
C.
L.I
A.
Mike Nash,
Hudson,
contract for drilling will be let, in
the new state.
AnderFrom All Points South of Antonito, June 30th,
which case work will start as soon as Rogers, Wm. McKee, Ward
the drill can be moved to the lie'd. son, Thomas Hughes and H. Chas. Conspire Against Domestic Harmony
RETURN LIMIT, JULY 8TH.
Carlsbad has been full of oil men the Roehl all of Albuquerque, were in
The ills of women seem to conspire
llast few days. Dan McFarland, who the city yesterday en route home against domestic harmony. No hus- Peon
WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
the
244 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
a
from
upper
fishing trip
is in charge of the Dayton Oil
l and can understand why a woman
Thomas A. O'.Oonnell, and 'has. cos. They were traveling by auto. irhould be continually ailing, fretful,
SJHTT-A- . JPJIl 2sT. 2sL.
You Money.
Can
for
Miss Josie Hersch left
Albuquer nervous
Man, of Los Angeles, and a number of
and despondent, and he gets
local oil men, spent several days here que on Saturday evening, going to out of all
a
214
patience with her. In nine
looking over conditions and planning that city with Misses Estella Kline and cases out of ten some organic de- were
at
the
who
Garcia
Anita
guests
Buy
the new work. The first oil excitement
rangement is the cause of this conin the Carlsbad Project occurred in Hersch home during the last week.
dition
and is easily overcome by Ly- -:- WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
the
in
will
remain
L. A. HUGHES,
R. J. CRICHT0N,
C. L. POLLARD,
March, 1901, and many locatiom were Aliss Josephine
K.
nnkham s Vegetable
oia
a
visit.
for
tirief
Duke
was
A
Imade
time.
City
at
that
company
President.
a woman s remedy for womManager & Treasurer.
Secretary.
Jose D. Sena, president of the city
Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
organized and drilling begun late in
ill which has cured more severe
west. school board, Prof. J. H. Wagner, an's
the summer about two miles
IIHIMMIIIIIHim
cases
of
kind
than any other
this
After spending about 113,000 the com- County Superintendent John Conway
we
know.
remedy
the
F.
R.
oflice
of
of
the
Since then no wjrl; and
Asplund
pany stopped.
inhas been done, but men who have state superintendent of public
abounding faith have kept un llieir struction, left Saturday for Salt Lake School of Dancing S Deponmcni
- - 1 16
M. O'CONNELL,
locations ever since
The field has there to attend the sessions of the
association.
Educational
Mrs.
in
National
Hall
been carefully examined
Classes
Test's
Firemen's
by expert
M. S. Gloves, member of the state
geologists at various times and all
Children's Cluss Kevins
June 10. 3 I'. M
(INCORPORATED)
found
oil
have
indications promis- corporation commission has returned Ailult Practice Cluss " Friday,
the
"
" " 8 "
U, the city after a month's vacation
ing in the Carlsbad field.
Friday, June 20,9 to 11.30 P.M.
Assembly
Private Lessons. Fancy Dancing TauKlit.
The town is full of homeseekers most of which was spent at his home
brought in by the Farmers' Irrigated In Carlsbad. He was accompaniedstud-tn-by
t aj
All yesterday was liu son, Douglas, who has been a
Land company.
numinjuuuvuujnsnjuirunrLL
5
at the University of Denver, and 2
&zsa
spent looking over the irrigation sysDISTRIBUTOR OF
tem and the country generally. The
ho will spend part of his vacation
well built and modern works appeal here.
to the prospectors. A number of sales Word was received in the city to-BuildRoofing
.i
tj r?j. .!
are being closed todey. The party UU
i.,r'llrtwl,
1IU111 IICV, L3,
l.VVJlll!Ug,ll, . "U
BUDWE1SER IN BOTTLES
came in a special car.
is at present at Ottumwa, Iowa, at the
of
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BLACKBERRIES
as low
in price as they
will be this season
Are now

your order now for

PRESERVING

Lower In price. Imperial Valley Cantaloupes.
These are always fine.

ADVANTAGES:

For full Information, or catalogue, address
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NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF MINES,
SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO.

CANNING

CANTALOUPES

of
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attended the interesting exercises attaching to the close of a college year.
Jadge Laughlin was also present, but
returned home about, three weeks ago.
The ladies report a pleasant trip, escaping the intense heat by the

route.
Frank Staplin of Farmington who
for the past few months has been engaged in promoting an oil company
in which Santa Fe people are largely
interested, is in the city en route
home from a trip east. Mr. Staplin
says that oil drilling machinery is
now en route to Farmington, shipped
of
by the National Supply company
Independence, Kan., and that upon its
arrival the company will immediately begin the actual work of drilling
for oil. This company's stockholders
Include a large number of prominent
men of San Juan county, Santa Fe
and Albuquerque, no one man holding a large Interest. The company's
prospects are declared by expert engineers to be first class and the test
is to be thorough.
v.fcter

We advise you to give us

COURSES OFFERED: Mine Engineering, Mining
Geology, Metallurgical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrica Engineering and Mechanical Engineering,
i
Requirements fully up to those
standard schools of mines everywhere; close
proximity to a great variety of mines and smelters,
where the various metallurgical processes are Illustrated; salubrious climate; water famed for Its
'purity; good dormitory accommodations at low cost
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PLUMS, ETC. FISHING PARTIES
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Many Santa Feans yesterday took
advantage of the beautiful weather
end many automobile and excursion
purties were seen leaving the city as
early as daylight, many of them going to the Pecos country, while others
sought the scenic and picturesque San- -
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we need say no, more,
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know what you have
been missing.
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The New Mexican Review.
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Spanish Weekly

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
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GIVEN UNIFORM SERVICE
Every customer of this bank, regardless of the size of his account, re-ctlvea courteous and efficient personal attention and a careful consideration
cf his Individual requirements. Complete protection is afforded by United
States Government supervision, by the conservative management of a
Board of Directors and by the Bank's Capital.

Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best trout
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
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lar thing here, it
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would
be one influence in keeping them away.
We of Sanfa Fe understood the
situation and were willing to undergo
t lie inconvenience without

I
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Surplus and Stockholders' Liability of Over $400,000.

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.
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As Well As Large Accounts.

OLD SANTA FE. A
NEW MAGAZINE
OF THE WEST

The new magazine to be issued
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Historical Society of New Mexico
take pot luck with the rest of the folks.
us to use.
(he Northwest Chicago,
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and planting
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preparing his
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But upon one point there can be no faltering or compromise, for it would
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NE
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be fatal.
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but we knew these things, didn't we? tirely too busy, or else does not documentsundertaken.
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will prove Interesting to all SE 4 SW
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North, Range 3 East, N. M. P. B. and
history.
Resorts this summer?
A Time For All Things.
his land so as to conserve the moTst- 'A survey of this rich field for hls- - Meridian, has filed notice of intention
The scented foods, now the fad among the cubists and impressionists, Inis
who
is
It waB, to my mind, to say the least, ure; that the farmer
cussiu? .torical research at once discovers a to make five year proof, to establish
dicates that they are willing to spend cents for scents in what they eat, but
unfortunate that the water company Roosevelt county and
very other wealth of material almost inexhaust-cauntr- claim to the land above described,
it is a question if it is an evidence of a great amount of sense.
Information
about
Complete
chose the third and fourth of July to
o
The country is a success, uble and of a character that will de- - before U. S. Commissioner, John Alsummer
train
fares
and
exander
service,
at
How can Bryan expect to establish universal peace as long as the offices stir up the water and put through our He is a failure. Portales Herald.
both
N.
scholar and layman.
Schenectady,
Y., and
light
are not filled and those hungry for office are still unprovided for?
pipes the kind of water which was
"The Spanish and Mexican ar that of her witnesses before the reg
etc., sent promptly, If you
o.
furnished at just that time.
waste
to
will
not pay you
It
your chives, including those of Chihuahua, ister and receiver, Santa Fe, N. M.,
There were hundreds of guests in time writing out your legal forms Durango, Guadalajara, and the City on August 11, 1913.
The. Wilson administration cannot survive many such vindications as the
town. We wanted them to bo impres- when you can get them already print- of Mexico will be searched for Infoi
Claimant names as witnesses:
one that waa given to Attorney General McReynolds.
H. S. LUTZ. Afent,
n
E. M. Fenton, W. H.
sed with Santa Fe, and go away want- ed at the New Mexican Printing mation relative to the history of the
Rogers, Win- Col. Mulhall has succeeded, at least, in making a number of gentlemen ing to come again, but If they left be Company.
southwestern portion of the United fred Bletcher. all of Jemez Springs,
:
-- SANTA
rise to a question of personal privilege.
lieving that the
stuff that
States, and in translated form will N. M., and W. Garnett, of Senorito,
came through our pipes during their
Work for tho New Mexican. It is be published as rapidly as the pains- N. M.
NEW MEXICO
That hobo hotel they are going to build will not, of course, need to hav-- stay here is the water furnished this working for you, for Santa Fe and taking character of the work will
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
for
In it any "rooms with bath."
city
drinking purposes is the regu-- the new state.
permit."
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OP THE session of or charge of the said real
county by Justice Valdez Monday, on tain about such a deal?
UNITED STATES FOR THE D1S- - estate.
the charge of assault and battery an J
are the proper
xhe newspapers
..TR1CT OF NEW MEXICO.
it is further ordered that a cerrobbery from the person. It appeari ,,.,ce l0 Hr mcx rumors, and it
a man named Tucker was at '.ho rears to be up to them to satisfy the United States of America, Plaintiff, tified copy of this order under the seal
No. 182.
vs.
of the court, be published in the Santa
Santa Ke depot Saturday night aboiii) public mind.
James II. Purely, et al., Defendants.
WANTED A competent cook. Ap
Fe New .Mexican, a daily newspaper,
midnight, when Sandoval and V.Hdia
"Won't someone kindly tell us?"
ORDER.
once a week for six consecutive weeks, ply .Mrs. A. H. lienehan.
approached him and told him to move None of this secrecy business though.
t
It appearing to the court that the the last,
f n they were officers and would
publication to bo made at
Overheard conversations and all those
or unT;-urnished
FOR REN I
him if he didn't. They assaulted him, other avenues of enlightenment pe- above entitled cause is commenced least one week before the said first
in
a
of
lien
for
the
rooms. Call al New State Cute
purpose
enforcing
and
in
him
11113.
from
$45
A.
of
money
D.
(Jay
Juisbed
taking
September,
culiar to the last two weeks on the
-Done in open court, at Santa Fe, N.
threw him on the railroad track. In subject are barred. Raton Reporter. favor of the United States of America
Cook-stov- e
real estate describ- M., this
land
and
the
FOR RENT A three or six room
upon
assail-pntidentified
his
he
the morning
:tith day of June, A. I). IS 13.
ed in plaintiff's complaint and com'house furnished or unfurnished.
Ap
WM. II. POPE,
who were promptly arrested. In
Hill
monly known as the Talaya
ply to D. S Lowit:ki
United
default of $1500 bail they were com- THINKS GOVERNOR
States
District
Judge.
Grant, which said land and real es- United State's District
mitted to the county pail at Raton for
Court,
CHIROPODIST
tate is situated within the State and
FOR SALE Good (i horsepower
Caldwell
Sheriff
District of New Mexico ss.
safe keeping, Deputy
of New Mexico; and it ap
District
Good condition.
Hixento
Sheriff
over
F.
the? United I.effel steam engine.
I, Harry
Clerk
of
Lee,
turning them
unApply New Mexican Printing com- Lansing, Mich., July 7. "Dr. Wood- pearing that the defendants, the
States
District
Court
for
District
the
baugh
known owners or claimants of interTucker went to the depot to await fridge X. Ferris, Chiropodist," is the est in or to the tract of land known of New Mexico, do hereby certify that pany.
a tanner in an
sl
'hat
tot
to
S
board
intended
he
which
No.
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque,
as the Talaya Hill Grant, can not be the above ami foregoing is a true and
WANTED Competent stenographer
san.tnvnl anri Voidest have bounty evidently believes swings over
n,t
of correct copy of an order of court made, land office clerk.
in own
!the walnut door of the governor's of- found within the said District
Answer
Salt Lake City
Butte,
Boise,
Cheyenne,
A 1).
on
of
the
lived in Springer most of their lives. -2ith
day
June,
New Mexico, and have not voluntarily
rice in the state capitol.
J. I)., New Mexican.
handwriting.
Witness
official
and
my
Springer Stockman.
signature
.
Several days ago Governor Ferris appeared in this cause;
the seal of said' court, at Santa Ke, in
ROOMS FOR MEN
Now on motion of plaintiff, it is
Newly furnish-- ;
'was given a degree by the University
.1
Overcome by Gas.
,.,M
tIl,, ' il.iu ot:l,
lime, A.
"
defendcourt
,.
that
said
eel, light, and airy, shower bath, use of
Word was received here Wednes- - nf Michigan and the newspapers chro- - ordered by the
library. Mrs. A. E. P. Robinson, corner
HARRY F. I. EE,
day morning that R. V. Work was moled the tact that lie Had been matte swer or demur in this cause
(Seal.)
Grant and Johnson. Phone 270 J.
by the
The upstate resident sat
overcome bv gas Tuesday night while a Doctor.
Clerk.
...
lirst day of September, A. I). 1H 13.
working in a mine in the .Tarilla camp, down and penned the loiiowmg in at It is
cat- -i
WANTED Railroad bridge
further ordered by (lie court
and was dead when found Wednesday straggling hand:
a certified copy of tills
Mexican laborers for railorder, IN THE DISTRICT COUR T OF THE pouters.
"Dear Governor:! am a farmer in that
morning. Two Mexicans, whose names
UNITED STATES FOR TDK DIS- road work. All kinds of help wanted
under the seal of the court, be servwere not learned, were also killed.
Michigan, but. I am very unhappy.
TRICT OF NEW MEXICO.
in
Call, phone, or ad-- i
jand furnished.
Valle Work was a native of Okla- - have ingrowing toenails. They hurt ed upon any person or persons
United Stales of America, Plaintiff,
iinel Caldwell,
second
or
the
said
of
of
dress
charge
possession
IJvesay
of
thirty-twhoma and was
age. ime an the time.
years
No. 171.
vs.
floor,
Capital City Bank building.
'r live away out in the country real estate.
Some nine years ago, with his mother
U. K. Mulchings, et al., Defendants.
Phone 52 .1.
It is further ordered that a certifand two brothers, he located in this whprp there is no doctor, but i see
ORDER.
stale, where he has since lived, and by the paper that you have been made ied copy of this oreler, under the seal
It.
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the
appearing to the court that th"
for the past five years lias made his!a doctor.
and repaired. New
Cleaned,
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a
New
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District
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mi II IB.
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,f v.w.
mother and three brothers, two ot his ,.r thorn quick. Please tell me what to
bandied
makes
Standard
tented.
:aDd
the land and real estate described
brothers being at Ornsrande, while the jdo BO that j wiI1 get rid of mv misery." consecutive weeks, the last publica-joAH repalr W0Tk a',d typewriters guar-fori
one week
plaintiffs complaint and commonly
third Is located in Georgia.
office is thinking of lion to be made at least
Tj,e
governor's
of
Typewnter
a,nteed'
which
as
said
first
the
known
the
Grant,
September,
Mr. Work was well Known and high- Cleneguilla
day
231 W'
turning the appeal for aid over to Dr.
said land and real estate is situated clianSe- FhoDe
ly esteemed by the people of Otero jnixon. of the state health department. A. D. 1913.
uone in open coin i hi. naiu.i r tj, within the Slate and District of New'
county, and his untimely death conies Dr. Dixon, however has not specialized
A GREAT MONEY
MAKER
i,s a great bdock to everyone wnoin f.i,i,.0dopy and there is a question New Mexico, this 2filh day of June, Mexico; and It appearing that the de-- !
FOR AGENTS.
fi admits,
or
owners
unknown
the
knew him.
A.
1913.
D.,
mathandle
the
as ,0 whether he can
chance ever offered to
The
claimants of interest in or to the tract hnstliTKgreatest
Tim
WM. H. POPE.
joins hands lPI.v
fnr riinkincr money fast. One
of
land
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the
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known
as
U.
District
Court,
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,,, iH ((,108t everv home. M
At any rate the governor's first pat- of sympa
ed family in expressions
Grant, can not be found within the ,f f.ianc(. rVerybody gets a desire to
lient will get a nice letter of con- - United States District Court,
consolation.
and
said District of New Mexico, and have t,laV(. 0M(, T1(, U.,C() of ,hi8 Very use-nDistrict of New Mexico ss.
Alamagordo ('.oleiice signed by the governor's scc- thy
1. Harry P. Lee, Clerk of the Unitvoluntarily appeared in this cause; JfuI loo) is so mv that every family
n.tary.
Now on ntol ion of plaintiff, it is
ed States District Court for the Dis.ff;., to t,liy one. Tlie Home
over
if
chronic
but
the
to
Crow.
Time
kicker,
gone
Is It For Sale?
trict of New Mexico, do hereby certi- dered by the court that said defend- - Xovelty Co., Antonito, Colo,
It's the Plains' time to crow. For there is still one left, should be muz- a
is
anWOODCHUCK
"Is it true?"
f iits, and each of them, do plead,
fy that the above and foregoing
the past three weeks rains have been zled, gagged, sandbagged and locked
and correct copy of an order of swer or demur, in this cause by the ix THE DISTRICT COURT OP TH:3
"Where did you ge tyour informaPROVES A HOODOO true
plentiful in this vicinity, grass and up in a cave somewhere over in the tion?"
court made on the 2(lth day of June, first day of September, A. I). 1913.
UNITED STATES FOR THE DISTSay "old foothills. Moriarty Messenger.
crops are growing fine.
A. D., 1913.
"I heard a fellow say that ('of
RICT OF NEW MEXICO.
is
court
It
ordered
bv
further
the
Tell
sound
that
doesn't
good!
timers,"
Adrian, Mich., July 7. The next
Witness my official signature and that a certified copy of this order, United States of America. Plaintiff,
ccurse, understand this is between
Murder at Hondo.
us that stock will not be fat and
eyes the seal of said coi't, at Santa Fe, under the seal of the court, be served
No. 172.
vs.
one of the time a woodchuck makes
he had it.
we'll not have meat of all kinds in
Jim Jones, aged about .13 years, just you and P) the road from
in said District, this 2kUi
of
that
day of upon any person or persons in pos- Dartolome Sanchez, et al., Defendemployes
they had at Ixiren Palmer, noa Hudson township
the near future! We deserve a good after sitting down to the supper tabic
doubt resist the June, A. D., 1913.
"
farmer, he will
ants.
session of or charge of the said real
year for we have been pretty patient with his wife at his ranch home near scld to the Santa Fe.
ORDER.
temptation of flirting with this lowly
HARRY F. LEE,
estate
"I
both
of
that
the
heard
in
was
employes
during the dry years of the past.
the
shot
Hondo, 'Monday night,
animal with emphatic indifference.
It. appearing to the court that the
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re
were
ads
their
Knowles News.
(Seal)
is
The
killed.
checking up
It
back and almost instantly
further ordered that a certified above entitled cause is commenced fnr
seniority The reason for this sudden outburst
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ing
America,
the
chapters.
DISTHE
FOR
UNITED STATES
All trace of the supposedly wild person named Dan Jackson, a partner
"Did you hear for ceriaiu anything
Fe New Mexican, a daily newspaper,
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upon the land and real estate describcultivating corn in
TRICT OF NEW MEXICO.
man, who were seen running around of Mr. Jones, was arrested and is in definite about the taking over of the
within the District of New
published
and com
when
home
field
a
just opposite his
United States of America, Plaintiff, Mexico, once a week for six consecu- - ed in plaintiff's complaint
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monly known as the Ilartolome Sanhis attention was fastened on the
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vs.
river Friday of last week, has been wife. It is said the arrest of Jackson
t.ve weeks, the last publication to be f,ilt!1! Grant, which said land and real
"How would such a deal help Raton woodchuck
nearby. He ran into the J. M. C. Chaves, et. al, Defendants.
a young married followed the finding of a rifle which aud Colfax
lost. However,
made at h'ast one week before the estato is situated within the State and
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house and getting his shotgun opened
ORDER.
man, who came from a secluded spot had been hidden near the ranch.
said first day of September, A. I). 19UI. Inistrict of Now Mexico, and it appear- "Have
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road,
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bought
they
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It appearing to the court that the
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or to the tract ot land known as the
land grant interests?"
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Amerifore he was in a hundred yards of the look
of
favor of the United States
WM. H. POPE,
Bartolomo Sanchez Grant, can not be
"What does the Santa Fe people over against a post. Mrs. Palmer saw ca,
house. Logan header.
upon the land and real estate deUnited Sla'tes District Judge.
found within the said District of New
want with the road?" "Now, they the fracas from her window, and start- and United
scribed in plaintiff'B complaint
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States
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Court,
but
to
tell
District
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ed
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aid,
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I'.on't
coal
want
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New
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and
the
would
line
be
a
badly
"It
porch
t'ney're after."
The advancing hosts of grasshop- ed
Grant, which said land and real
Now on motion of plaintiff, It is orI, Harry P. Eee, Clerk of the Unitby an explosion of giant powder thing for Raton and the county if the
across the estate. Is situated within the State
Mrs.
Frank
Britton,
living
pers steadily traveling New Mexico-warat the Placiers a week ago last Sat- Santa Fe should
ed States District Court for the Dis- dered by the court, that, said defendbuy the Rocky Moun- road, dashed off her porch in answer
New Mexico; and it.
from the Texas plains since
night, is rapidly improving un- tain and extend the road into Taos. ' to Mrs. Palmer's cries, and stumbled and District of
trict of New Mexico, do hereby certify ants, and each of them, do plead, ansurday
arc
arrived.
The
early spring have
appearing that the defendants, the that the above and foregoing is a true wer or demur, In this cause by toe
der the treatment of Dr. Given. Rehead-firs- t
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into
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a
These
like
water,
inand
hundreds
other
nearly
unknown owners or claimants of
lights proved attracting centers for cent developments has thrown some
and correct
of an order of court first day of September, A. I). 1913.
millions of the pests last evening, with new light on the cause of the explo- statements and quotations have been choking to death.
terest in or to the tract of land made on thecopy
It Is further ordered that a certineo
L'lith
woodchuck
day of June, A. D.
escaped
the result that dead hoppers now law sion of the powder. A few days ago so thick around Raton for the last two The
known as the Plaza Blanca Grant,
of this order, under the seal ot
copy
It'll!.
can not be found within the said
strewn upon the ground. The pest is Dr. Given removed a large piece of a weeks, that one is beginning to digest
be published in the Santa
the
court,
Witness
my official signature and
ot the jumbo variety, with an appetite dynamite cap from Pablo's lower lip, vhole exposures of the transfer with BONESETTER REESE
District of New Mexico, and have not the
Fe New Mexican, a daily newspaper,
at
seal
of
said
in
Santa
court,
Fe,
meal.
in
this cause;
for green things that is never satis- !and yesterday he removed a piece of every
voluntarily appeared
within the District of New
TANGO LEG Now on motion of plaintiff, it is said District, this 2(lt.h day of June. published
The report, however, is shrouded in
fed. Where they come from or where tin nearly three quarters of an inch
Mexico, once a week for six consecuA.
D.
1913.
ordered by the court that said defendtive weeks, the last, publication to be
they go to is a question for the en to- - long and nearly half an inch wide the deepest mystery and everyone
HARRY B LEE,
who knows anything that someone
ants, and each of them, do plead, an- (Seal.)
made at least one week before the
mologists to decide; let us concern which was deeply embedded Just
Penn., July 7.
Pittsburg,
Clerk.
said first day of September, A. D. 191:5.
noted swer or demur, in this cause by the
only with the hope thatjer the eye ball of the right eye, and else said is sure to swear you to the
Reese, of Youngstown.
Done in open court, at. Santa Fe,
their visit may be brief. Raton it Is now believed that the eye can n.ost profound secrecy, "Don't say mftl,dr or jai Dtavers. othe, kinds of first day of September, A. D., 1913. IX TUB
DISTRICT COURT OP THE New Mexico, this 26th day of June, A.
It is further ordered by the court!
be saved. It is evident that the fire tnat I told you, but it comes to me athletes and ordinary people, specialRange.
UNITED STATES FOR THE DIST D. 1913.
in the cabin exploded a box of giant firm a reliable source that the deal ist in everything from 'charley horse" that a certified copy of this order, unRICT OF NEW MEXICO.
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We have written to the Creamery giant powder, and the piece of tin
new disease.
vs.
No. 179.
session of or charge of the said real
United States District Court,
people to find out when it will be moved from the eye was a piece of a conversation among the 'big guys'
The other night Miss Elizabeth
Thomas B. Catron, et al., Defendants
estate.
District of New Mexico. ss.
convenient for them to send a repre- box containing the caps. Pablo is an the other day, etc."
of
and
member
society girl
ORDER.
I, Harry F. Iee, Clerk of the United
certi
a
In the event these reports are all the
ordered
that
is
further
It
sentative here to look over the ground old miner and has been receiving aid
disof
Pittsburg,
leading families
It. appearing to the court that the!siates District Court for the District
and get information first handed re- from the county for some time and untrue, will someone in official com- located a bone in her left leg while fied copy of this order, under t lie i
entitled cause is commenced f New Mexico, do hereby certify that
garding the attitude of the fanners in an4effort will he made to place him in mand make a public statement, that dancing the tango at a fashionable seal of the court, be published in thejabv tne
purpose of enforcing a lien injthe above and foregoing is a true and
miners'
the state
home. Sierra our citizens may refrain from further ,)arty in East End. She was carried Santa Fe New Mexican, a daily news-1,0having a plant established here.
favor of the United States of America, 'correct copy of an order of said court,
You will be notified vpen he will County Advocate.
paper, published within the District
indulgence?
f,.om the ballroom and taken home.
six l,uon tne land and real estate describ- .made on the 2Cth day of June, A. i).
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attending the tion to be made at least one week monly known as the Alamitos of Juan
good.
Witness my ofttctai signature and
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The man with
International Eisteddfod, was called before the said first
Salas Grant, which said land and real! the seal of said court at Santa Fe.
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day
Is there anyone in the county who into
estate is situated within the Slate and in said District, this 26th day of June,
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as the
WM. H. POPE,
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United States District Judge, not be found within the District of
United States District Court,
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New
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them, do plead, anscertify that the above and foregoing wer or demur in this cause
ers in the vicinity of the city.
by the first
orSunday the thermometer did not is a true and correct copy of an
day of September A. D. 1913.
on
court
made
ot
26th
the
der
day
the
and
so
86,
reaching
go
high, only
It is further ordered by the court
lowest temperature was 63, giving an ;'of June, A. D., 1913.
&
that a certified copy of this order
A.
five
is
which
74
Witness my official signature aud under
degrees,
average of
seal of the court, be served
the
degrees above the average for July the seal of said court at Santa Fe, upon
Writing under date of May 13, 1913 one physician says
any person or persons in posses
TIME TABLE
6th for the past 41 years. There in said District, this 26th day of June, sion
of or charge of the said real
"Prom past experience I have become a strong
I am sure many of them would become friends of
was no rain, although there were A. D., 1913.
Effective January 1st, 1913.
friend of Postum. I am now advising its use over
showers in the mountains.
HARRY F. LEE,
Postum if they could but have a sample of it placed
(Seal)
It is further ordered that a certified
lowest
The
last
Clerk.
night
temperature
that of coffea altogether, and find that most of
in their hands
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to concopy of this order, under the seal of
was 62 and the low mark at the other
those who give Postum a trial become users of it.
"If you thin,-- this is a good suggestion, and will
De
cour
in
Santa
the
nect with No. 3 westbound and
published
THE''ne
IN THE DISTIIICT COURT OF
stations was as follows:
No. 10 eastbound.
"It is however sometimes very hard or impossend me samples from time to time, I will
UNITED STATE FOR THE DIS- Fe New Mexican, a daily newspaper,
Amarillo, 68; Bismarck, 60; Boise,
sej
published within the District of New
sible to get loiks to purchase something when they
58; Cheyenne, 62; Dodge City, 72;
arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
TRICT OF NEW MEXICO.
that they are placed among my patients where
Returning,
Mexico, once a week for six consecum.
Durango, 52; Flagstaff, 60; Grand United States of America, Plaintiff,
'don't know anything about it,' and 'don't want to
they will do the most good, for I believe it is to
to
be
tive
the
.last
weeks,
publication
Junction, 70; Helena, 62; Kansas City
vs.
No. ISO.
throw away money on a chance of liking it.'
No. 3 carries passengers to Albumade at least one week before tht
their interest to drink Postum rather than coffee.
64; Thomas B. Catron, et al., Defendants.
64; Lander, 56; Los Angeles,
A. D.
said
of
first
querque, locally, and to Pacific
"Now it ocurs to me these people are not to be
day
September,
Postum is used in our home, but we buy It of our
Modena, 62; Phoeniz, 80; Portland,
ORDER.
1913.
Coast
points.
such
criticized for
feelings, but at the same time
52; Pueblo, 64; Rapid City, 62; Rosegrocer, and we expect to keep right on doing so."
It appearing to the court that the Done in open court at Santa Fe. New
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to conburg, 58; Roswell, 62; Salt Lake, 68; above entitled cause is commenced for
D.
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
San Francisco, 54; Spokane, 62: To- - the purpose of enforcing a lien in Mexico, this 26th day of June, A.
Thousands of coffee drinkers are victims cf headache, nervousness, biliousness, heart trouble and in1913.
No. 2, eastbound. connecting at
60.
68;
Winnemucca,
nopah,
favor of the United States of America,
digestion, without knowing the cause.
WM. H. POPE.
"Cut-offwith
Forecast.
Albuquerque
upon the land and real estate describ
United
District
States
ValJudge.
fier.o
and
Clovls
for
train
Threatand
For
Fe
Santa
vicinity:
More and more, physicians are naming coffee as a common cause of these ills, Not every physician,
ed in plaintifts complaint
and com-- ; united States District Court,
towith" local thunder storms
ley
points.
ening
Gon-i
as
known
Salvador
to
the
a
send sample following hit prescription of
monly
District of New Mexico. ss.
however, finds time
night or Tuesday; slightly cooler to- zales Grant, which said land and real t,
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p
Harry F. Lee, Clerk of the United
night.
m.
estate is situated within the State and States District Court for the District
For New Mexico: Generally fair District of New
and
it
appear-- ; of New Mexico, do hereby certify that
Mexico;
Leave
Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to consouth portion, local thunder storms
that the defendants the unknown; the above and foregoing is a true and
nect with No. 7 westbound carnorth portion tonight or Tuesday; ing
owners or claimants of interest in or correct copy of an order of court made
rying El Paso sleeper, alto No.
warmer northwest portion 'tonight.
to the tract of land known as the Sal- on the 26th day of June, A. D. 1913.
v
4 eastbound.
Conditions.
my official signature and
Santa Fe 8:35 p.
arrive
This morning a trough of low baro- vador Gonzales Grant, can not be theWitness
Returning,
seal of said court, at Santa Fe, iu
m.
meter extends southwest from the found within the said District of New said
If your physician recommend, that you ".top coffe." or
this 2Cth day of June,
distress suggest, a chan
nd
your
Dakotas to Arizona with slight cen- Mexico, inand have not voluntarily ap- A. D. District,
1913.
Leave
Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to conthis
cause;
your name and address with 2o stamp (for postage), to Post urn Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich., and a
ters of low pressure over Nebraska peared
with No. 8 eastbound, and
nect
HARRY
F.
LEE,
orNow on motion of plaintiff, it is
M
and northern Arizona. Some clouditin of the new
will be mailed Immediately.
No. 9 westbound.
Clerk.
Nothing is so
(SEAL)
court
defenddered
that
said
the
by
over
western
the
ness is present
a. the happy result of personal experience,
Returning, arrive Santa Fa 12:30
states, and showers have occurred in ants, and each of them, do plead, anNew Mexican Want Ads always
a. m.
southern Colorado, southern Wyom- swer or demur in this cause by the
bring results. Try it
and first day of September, A. D. 1913.
ing, northern Utah, Montana
It is further ordered by the court
northern Idaho. Temperatures reCall
Work for tle New Mexican. It is
main hleh. Conditions favor a return that a certified copy of this order, unfor you, for Santa Fe and
!to local thunderstorms In this section der the seal of the court, be served
Upon any person or persons in pos- - the new state.
tonight or Tuesday.
I
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NEW MEXICAN
g any unfair and odious race AwUnctions and this organization hereby
pledges all its moral influence to the
end that full and equal Justice be done'
:o all our citizens in this regard, far
'.( recognize the principle that we are
Aniericau citizens, that we are entitled to equal rights, and that no man
in this state should be burdened with
any disadvantages by reason of his
nice.
Kll'th -- With the view of carrying
';no effect the principles here enun
jlnted, we tlie undersigned hereby
I ledge our most earnest efforts and
and to that end shall appeal
tc all honorable methods within our
reach.
Done at the state capitol of the
piste of New Mexico, in 1he city of
Santa Fe. the 4th day of July, A. D.
-'

F. ANDREWS OFFICIAL NEWS.
Grocery, Bakery and Market,

Auto Delivery Every Hour

I

Another car of that famous EMPRESS FLOUR. The best money
will buy, try it. A coupon packsd in every sack good for valuable
premiums, and besides this we are going to give to the boy or girl under 15 years of age, who collects the most of these coupons up to
September 15th a $30.00 bicclo and to the next highest a watch.
Boys and girls get busy get your mother and your neighbors to
use EMPRESS FLOUR.

ANDREWS nmm--

Phone
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Now!

Prepare

N0NKINK
HOSE

RUBBER

is the best that can

be produced. It is
made by the Boston

Woven Hose& Rubber Co., the largest
in the world.
is a superior
moulded pure
Para Rubber.

NON-KIN- K

ly

DANDY

7-P-

WRAPPED

LY

Red Color

HOSE

53

and a Popular
Seller with
us for 5 years.
Fully Guaranteed and
an Hxtra Good
Quality.

The inw't it ut Is liring conducted
Loan Commissioners.
by
oommisHionerJ
rot. (leors .1. Alarlin of the Spim-1or
board
lo;m
The
normal school at Kl
meet IhiH week to arraiiKe for the!
Hi.ie of the Series 1! bonds, provided! llito.
ioi in the Btate constitution.
Board of Equalization Veels.
The state board of equalization is
Appointed Supreme Court Reporter, in session today and will probably reJudge John It. ,M Kie hns been ap- main in session from day to day foi
pointed supreme court reporter by several weeks. The board meets it.
the state supreme court, and as such the
present lihie under the new law
will have charge of the. compiling, ot which makes it a linal board of comvolumes Nos. 17 and 18 of the New
plaint in tax matters, and complainMexico reports.
ants are already gathering in the city
awaiting their turn. The governor,
Rooms.
Redecorating
however, is still out of town, and it
Decorators are still at work on the is probable that the board will not
rooms of the state corporation com- get down to active work until the
mission, and judging from the appear- last or this week or the first of next.
ance of the rooms completed, the imNot Decide Yet.
provement will be very marked when
the work is completed.
Although a majority of those to
v bom was given the responsibility for
Militia Order Changed.
investing the permanent school fund
In a previous order regarding the were inclined
that the
to believe
General
state militia encampment,
good would come by investgreatest
A. S. Brookes, adjutant
general of ing the $120,000 in the fund in the
the state, had stated that all compa- state road bonds, it is stated that the
nies would leave their home stations lecal aspect of the case is now being
on July 15th, but this order has been examined, and the actual decision in
changed in a minor detail, and E and the matter will not be made until
G. and the band will not entrain until
some day this week when the provisthe morning of July 16..
ions of the law and the constitution
o: the subject have been carefully
Still On Trial.
lcoked up.
The case of Garcia vs. Garcia was
Kfiain called for trial this morning in;
Many Licenses Under New Law.
the federal court, following a recess; The
new automobile law seems to
of one week. Mrs. Bessie Wilson,,
be much more popular with the motor
was on the car men of the state than the old
n other of the plaintiff
stand this morning under
one. The new law went into erreci
ration, and a deposition of one of the June 12th, and in less than one month
witnesses for the plaintiff was also in- 260 auto licenses have been Issued,
troduced. The case will probably oc- the total now being 1340. It hardly
cupy the greater part, of the week.
seems possible that even now all the
autos in New Mexico have paid the
New Company Incorporated.
state license fee for El Paso, Texas,
The Noswald Milling company has with less than
of the poputi'ed incorporation, papers with the lation of New Mexico, has over 160O
The licensed automobiles opi rating ther
state corporation commission.
company's headquarters are at Gold- under a city license law. Under the
en, Santa Fe county, and Archibald D. old law a flat rate of $H was the
I rown is the agent for the new com;cogt 0f each iC9 ise, now licenses art
pany. The incorporators are Herbert graded according to the- horse pow?r
V. Clark, Katherine G. Sullivan and 0f the machine, ranging from $2
U
T. W. LaRue all of East Las A'egas. $12,
The company has a capital stock of
$20,000 divided into $1.00 shares, and
Brought to Penitentiary.
started business with $;!000 paid in,
was
L. G. House of Albuquerque,
each of the incorporators holding 1000 brought to this city Saturday afterscares.
noon by Deputy Sheriff A. C. Burtless
of Bernalillo county, and placed in
Taos County Institute.
the penitentiary, there to begin
The Taos county normal institute serving a sentence of front' 18 months
is being held this week. Miss Man-ett- to 2 years. House was convicted of
Meyers, head of the industrial passing worthless checks, but was
education department, Dr. David R. given a suspended sentence. He did
Boyd, president of the University of not behave as the judge thought he
New Mexico, and Prof. Vaughn of the should, so he was ordered to comwill attend. mence serving his term.
Agricultural
College,

1

Auto Delivery Every Hour

!

-

j

j

cross-exami-

one-sixt- h

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Co.

e

It was The Palace Hotel,
IT IS InTOW

THE DE VARGAS
W. G.r SARGENT,
Proprietor.
.......
,.i
W. H. MENDENHALL, Business Manager.
The De Vargas will be remodelled in the Spanish style and
newly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
papered. Many private baths and all the comhotel.
forts of a first-cla-

DETAILED REPORT OF
EVENING SESSION.
(Continued

From Page Two.)

counties the amendment carried
a heavy vote and in Chaves, Eddy
several other counties a total of
4,000 votes majority were cast
against the amendment doing away
with the language qualifications,
by
tive
with
and
over

.it:

First We recognize the fact that
:!! men who owe loyalty to our government, whether it be as a native
born or as an adopted citizen has the
equal right with all the citizens of the
land, not only to the protection of out
hws but equally so to participate in
t'ae administration of our government
i.nd in the tilling of public office in
told government.
Second As citizens of this nation,
protected by the same laws and flag,
living under a constitution which
to the
recognizes, and proclaimed
world, the equality of all men, guaranteeing to all people coming under Its

1S13.

The resolution which Marcelino Ortiz tried to have ndopted as substitute,
which effort failed, was as follows:
s
Be it resolved
by the
of the state of New Mexico in a convention of the people assembled on the 4th day of July, A. D.,
Spanish-American-

1913:

WHOLESALE
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RETAIL
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Embroidery Floss in White
and Colors, both In Silk and Cotton; also Crochet Cotton, D. M.
C., Royal Society, and Princess.
Linen, Art CenterStamped
pieces, Scarfs, etc

MISS A. MUGLER
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZ4.

WALL STREET.
New York, July

7.

New influences

that were brought to bear were unfavorable, but trading was too dull to
reflect any marked change
in the
level of prices. The Harriman group

was weak. Resumption of gold exports to Europe, the poor bank statement put out during the holidays, the
troubled conditions in the Balkans
and the failure of a Pittsburgh bank
tended to repress the market.
Bonds were easy.
Some stocks sold as a result of the
Pittsburgh bank failure but found a
thin market. Pittsburgh C. C. & St.
Louis broke six points on sales of
00 shores.
Heaviness enveloped the
rest of the list but business was practically dead, the transactions occurring at infrequent Intervals.
The market closed heavy. Certain
inactive stocks suffered severely.
Speculative favorites were also under
the hammer with a number of leaders registering losses of approximately a point.

JOHNNY MARES
IS IMPROVING
Word from the bedside of Johnny
at
Mares, injured in the explosion
Estancia, and now in a local hospital, is to the effect that the operation
Saturday was a success, and there
is now every chance for his recovery,
although he is still so weak and seriously ill. that visitors will not be
DEMOCRATS AGAIN

CAUCUS

ON TARIFF

BILL.
Washington, D. C, July 7. Senate
Democrats caucused again today on
the resolution to bind them to support
the tariff bill. Opposition which debut
veloped Saturday was
Chairman Simmons and other champions of the bill argued that such action was necessary to expedite debate
and to assure Its passage.
The finance committee today decid
ed to recommend to the caucus that
free raw wool become effective Oct.
1, 1913, and that the new rates
on
manufactures of wool should be ef-fective Dec. 1, 1913.
TUITION FEES.
New Mexico.
One hour, dictation,
for speed in
shorthand, (viva voce) $1.25.
One hour, dictation,
any system,

(phonograph) $1.00.
Five hours, dictation, for speed in
shorthand, one hour dally, (phonograph) ?4.00.
Teaching, any one subject, per
hour $1.25.
Machine practice, or private letter
writing, any make, per hour $0.25.
Per week, five hours daily, five days
week tuition $6.00.
Per month, five hours daily, five

days week, tuition $20.00.
Life scholarship for shorthand, typewriting, spelling $100.00.
Life scholarship for above, and any
and all commercial subjects, or ten of
the subjects named: Bookkeeping,
arithmetic,
banking.
advertising,
credit, science, civil service, commercial law, English, Spanish, elocution,'
insurance, normal, public speaking,
penmanship, salesmanship, system,
voice culture $250.00.

THE
SANTA FE BUSINESS COLLEGE

1

"Blue" Feeling

45
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When yon feci discouraged and all the
world Menu to be
against yon that's
your system's way
telegraphing yon that something Is WRONG and needs HELP.
It may be that your liver is tired and refuses to work, or your
to do and need care. Perhaps
digestive organs have had too much
the wrong kind of 1food, and
been eating
have
your blood is too
.
. .
,
"you
m wuig,
w
or
uvu
ricn
uh ywu
impovensnea.

mwsmmwtim

feel-Inf-

a

Best Assorted Line ot

Spanish-American-

LOCAL ITEMS.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

grain

during recent years, died there Sat-urday morning, and the remains were
brought to this city for interment.
The deceased had lived in New Mexico for over 40 years.
WANTED A motherless, homeIos
American boy of fifteen desires employment during vacation. Inquire St.
Michael's College.
Noted
Pianist Coming Gertrude
Coucannon, a Kansas City girl, who
has won high honors as a pianist, both
in the United States and abroad, will
be in Santa Fe the first week in August, and will give a concert, at the
Scottish rite Cathedral, under the
auspices of the child's welfare department of the woman's club.
Old Soldier Buried The body of
Frederick Parrish, an old soldier, who
died at Albuquerque, arrived today on
the noon train, and he will be buried
with military honors this afternoon
at the National cemetery, at. 3:30.
Mr. Parrish formerly resided In Santa Fe, but has been at Albuquerque
for the past twenty years.
It is of paramount importance when
you have a prescription filled that you
secure drugs of known strength and
We fill your prescriptions
purity.
with the best drugs and chemicals.
Zook's Pharmacy.
C.
Billiard
Match
Tonight E.
Lurke, the one best bet among Santa
Fe billiard players, will play Marcus
Catton, late of Chicago, a match game
of 200 points tonight at the Montezu-nBilliard hall. Catton has taKeii
Billiard
marge of the Montezuma
lirtll, and Is himself quite a player. He
is the son of "Billy" Catton, former
world's champion three cushion playfi, and with whom Mr. Burke has
piayed a number of times.

By these presents we promise complete and sincere loyalty, obedience,
respect and support to the government of the United States of America
of which we are citizens.
We emphatically and expressly
protest against any movement or
plan whatever which may have for
its object or end, be it directly or indirectly, the bringing up of the race
s
question between the
and any other race of people
which compose the population of our
great state of New Mexico;
We find that there doeB not exist
any necessity in this state for the
formation or organization of a social
or political party founded on race isruxrmjrLruvmrLruTrumimi-njrLsues;
!
We find that it would be against
,
the progress of the
against the spirit of our institutions
Mr.
rePaul Wunschmann
and our conception of our duty as
turns his sincere thanks to the
citizens o bring up this false quesgood ladies who have so kindly
tion and affirm and proclaim to the
remembered him during his illwhole world conditions which do not
ness. The beautiful flowers sent
an
be
would
that
it
actually exist;
to him, which shall never fade
unjust reflection on our American
in his memory, and the personal
friends and associates;
soothing
expressions of sympaWe deplore
that
may
anything
thy will be an ever delightful rehave been done to raise the race quesmembrance.
They have gently
tion relative to subjects affecting the
alleviated his agony and consolstate of New Mexico, and we are iningly aided in bringing about his
variably opposed to the formation of
recovery.
approaching
on
based
whatever
organization
any
race issues, this being
"All honor to women.' they
and contrary to the best interests of
soften and leaven
all citizens of New Mexico;
The cares of the world with
We are not opposed to the adthe roses of heaven !''
vancement of the
5
people, and we agree to render our
best support to their advancement, mrunjTJinnjuxnjTjxruutruin
progress and improvement without
FIRE BREAKS OUT
raising the race question.
IN PEORIA DISTILLERY
Therefore, be it resolved, That it is
the sense and determination of this
convention, in view of the aforesaid,
Peoria, ill., July 7 Fire broke out
that we find that there exists no ne- in the Clarke and company distillery
cessity which obliges us to organize a the largest in the world, this after
noon at 3:30 o'clock.
All the amsociety composed exclusively of
this being against the bulances in the city were called ten
welfare and advancement of all the minutes Jater.
citizens of New Mexico regardless of
We recognize that
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
their nationality.
the population of New Mexico, the with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
same as that of all states of the Unit- cannot reach the seat of the disease.
ed States, are composed of a mixture Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
of races; and that any movement that disease, and in order to cure it you
has for its object the acquiring of po- ycu must take internal remedies.
litical advantages for any of the div- Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interners races, naturally would result in a ally, and acts directly upon the blood
disadvantage to the others, and we and mucous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh
take this means to demonstrate once Cure is not a quack medicine. It was
more our loyalty and patriotism and prescribed by one of the best physiour confidence in the patriotism of our cians in this country for years and is
brothers residing in this state who a regular prescription. It is composed
speak other languages than the Span of the best tonics known, combined
ish.
with the best blood purifiers, acting
directly on the mucous surfaces. The
perfect combination of the two ingred
ients is what produces such wonderful results in curing catarrh. Send for
The sooner you buy a B. B. B. Pipe testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Props,
and cake box tobacco, the sooner you
will have pipe satisfaction. ZookTs
Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggist, price 75c.
Pharmacy.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiTea Party On Wednesday evening, July 9, the Ladies' Aid society pation.
of the Methodist church will give a
tea party from 3 to 6 o'clock on the
Nusbaum lawn on Washington ave-

was
Mr. Larrazolo
those counties.
told that that majority of the members
of such an organization would be members of the Republican party and he
replied that such a majority could go
to a party and demand their rights,
and that if not a Democrat entered
of action, of
liberty
the society they could go to the Re- flag ample
of speech and of conscience,
thought,
demand
their
and
rights.
publicans
Mr. Larrazolo, limited only by salutary restrictions
Ortiz:
Marcelino
don't you know that when we organ- necessary for the common good and
ize this society that the other fel- for the preservation of order, with
and
lows are going to organize and pre equal rights, under its laws;
the fact that the greatness
recognizing
to
us?
fight
pare
the to which this nation has attained, as
Mr. Larrazolo: If we organize
to
work
native people
against the well as the prestige that it enjoys
Americans, I say yes, we are wrong. Hmong the nations of the earth, are
Marcelino Ortiz: Hew can we say lrrgely due, to the fraternal
Sola Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
who belongs to one party and who to ticn of those who. born in distinct
another? The people all together are farts of the world, have voluntarily
All kinds of flowers, fardea & field seeds In bulk and packages the ones to say that.
ALFALFA SEED.
renounced their fealty to the govern
Mr. Larrazolo: I have worked in nients that protected their cradle, and
Fe
good faith for the interest of the lu.ve wilfully entered Into our hetero
house in
The only exclusive
people of New Mexico in this organi- geneous citizenship, we solemnly de- nue.
zation. If you do not heed what I say c'are that, considerations of gratitude
FOR RENT Desirable suite office
now, you will see that the native peo- on the one hand, and the due regard rooms in Capital City Bank building.
Phone Black ple will suffer the same as native peo- to the spirit of our institutions on the Joseph B. Hay ward. Mgr.
Phone Black
ple in Arizona and in Colorado. Gen- other, preclude the existence of racial
Lost Garnet and
pin. Retlemen, I am going to retire and those Animosities or antagonism among us, turn to Miss Simmons pearl
and receive rewho wish may discusa this matter.
that any man who harbors unfriendly ward.
Mr. Larrazolo did not retire, but sat feelings to others by reason of their
Meet This Evening There will be
down and listened to Mr. Ben Read race or origin not only is not a good
a regular meeting of Montezuma
who next addressed the convention.
a
a
is
man
but
such
citizen,
standing
Ko. 1, A. F. & A. M., this evenMr. M. Ortiz: I wish to have a vote i.ienace to the stability and perma- Lodge
ing at S o'clock in Masonic hall, south
taken by those present. I move that nency of our institutions and is un s!oe
of plaza. Visiting Masons will be
two tellers be appointed.
vorthy of American citizenship.
cordially welcomed.
Motion carried.
Third we declare, therefore that
FOR SALE All kinds of building
A written ballot was taken on the
of the principal objects
one
of lumber. 314 Galisteo street.
resolutions, there being 20 in favor of the
which we have
organization
New
Hackman Facundo
Ortiz,
Mr. Larrazolo's resolutions and 12 in
met to establish,
must be, and city clerk, wishes to announce to
favor of Marcelino Ortiz's resolutions. in
a
to
be
make
shall
fact
relent
his friends that commencing tomor
The president announced that Mr.
Larrazolo's resolutions had been ad- less war against the existence of row he will have charge of a hack at
which are, not the plaza stand, and will be glad to
opted and requested those who voted such sentiments
but also contrary have the patronage of those wishing
for Mr. Larrazolo's resolution to come ciily
to our common humanity; and we anything in his line.
forward and sign them.
Our tooth brushes represent ex
When the vote was completed, M. pledge our best efforts in the estabtreme values. They are carefully
Ortiz and his supporters began leaving lishment of friendly and fraternal
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nms Golden Medical Discovery :
5
Tones the entire

will give the required aid.
system. The weak stomach is
made strong. The liver vibrates with new life. The blood is cleansed of ail
impurities and carries renewed health to every vein and nerve and muscle and
01
organ of the body. Mo more attacKs
the "blues." Life becomes worth while
again, and hope takes place of despair.

Insist on getting Dr. Pieree'a

B

President. World's Dispensary
Golden Medical Discovery.
Medical Association, Buffalo. N. Y.
Sold by dealer in medicines.
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Beacham-Mignardo-

Cut Flowers

Wedding Boquets.
Designs and Floral Decorations.
THE CLARENDON GARDEN

-

Phone 12. S

b
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URINARY

Your Reliable Hardware Store.

mimu

CAPITAL COAL YARD

ae
PHONE 85 MAIN.

3oal

Wood

FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
WOOD
SAWED
LUMP
CERRILLOS
CORD WOOD (
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES. (
Montezuma Avenue, near A.,

T- -

ft

& S. F. Railroad Dei

